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The pro went work d e s c r i e s s tud ies on an inorganic ion-
axehanger and determination of Cd" biataporoawtrioaUy. The subject 
of t h i s d i s s e r t a t i on I s orgaaissed in to five chapters . The f i r s t 
e?*aptar deals with the general in t roduct ion; the second, th i rd &na 
fourth chapters deal with the preparat ion, p roper t ies , applicat ions 
and the ion-exeban^e mechanism of o newly synthesized Inorganic ion-
exchanger, l r o n ( I I l ) antlwonate, Chapter f i f th deals with the use 
of blaiaperontetry In chemical analysis for the determination of Cd(ll) 
with potassium ferrocy»v\lo'e in praaanoa of Mg(Il) and other foreign 
ions . 
The general in t roduct ion l a wri t ten t o ftive a br ief review 
of the top ic and to mention the reeeat t rends in trie f i e l d , ihe 
exchanger, i r o n ( I I I ) ant iaon^te has totten prepared by mixing dpctoolar 
solut ions of l r o n ( I t l ) n i t r a t e ami antimony pentad* i or Ide in 
d i f ferent proportions and by varying ptf of the mixture* The ion-
axchan^e capacity for Na* ion was determined by column operat ion. 
The capacity was fount! to vary frors sample to s taple (0*82-0,11 merj/g). 
The chemical composition and ehemie.il s t a b i l i t y of various aesrplos 
of i r o a ( I I l ) antiaonata have been detenalMHt and i t tms been found 
that th© sample prepnrwl a t rfi aero awl dried a t 100 C shows tlw 
higher cheiRloal s t a b i l i t y and io»~exefiasag© capac i ty . The ioB-exclmni»e 
capacity of t h i s aample for a l k a l i *aetaJ ions and al<c<illne eartij 
taetal ions has been d«*tensined by column opera t ion . Hie oaprseity i s 
found in the increasing order with the increusin.'; ionic r a d i i of the 
2 
• lut ing eation(O,80~i,33 a e q / g ) . The effect of drying temperature 
on the ion-exchange capacity end on the chemical s t a b i l i t y of the 
e a t e r i a l Is s tud ied . 
The break-throiifh capaci ty I s determined for four ca t ions . 
The effect of temperature, coltmn length and flow ra te on break-
through capacity i s a lso s tud ied . 
To ascer ta in the exchange, the Ion-exchange capacity by 
difference weighing has been determined. This gravimetric capacity 
i s found s l l r h t l y higher than the column capac i t i es* 
%ie reproduc ib i l i ty of I r o n ( I I I ) ant teoaate has been checked 
by I t s r ep l i ca t e preparation in five d i f ferent botches under the 
s imi l a r condi t ions . The ion-exchange capacity i s compared. Hie 
product of every batch has been analyzed for iron and antimony 
con ten t s . The r e s u l t s indicate the reproducible synthesis of i r o n ( l l l ) 
antlmonats under these condi t ions , 
pfl t i t r a t i o n curves have been performed for Lid!, Kafli and 
f?f¥?, with and without added s a l t methods, I ron(IIT) antifflo&ate 
in B for© behaves as monocrotic acid* This fact has further been 
confirmed by the rest: I ts of eonductoraetric t i t r a t i o n performed for 
the H4 forw of the exchanger agains t NaCIl. 
fhe III absorption spectra of the mater ia l are obtained and 
the r e su l t s have been compared with the spectra of antigenic ac id . 
On the bas is of If! spect ra , composition and pfl t i t r a t i o n e t c , a 
t en t a t i ve formula has been suggested for i r o n ( I I I ) a&tltsooate. 
3 
The distribution coeff ic ients of J7 metal loos In 
(I) O.IP NH^NO, • O.IM rmoy ( i i ) 0.9* HNfy ( i l l ) O.IM mi^ Kcy 
( lv ) 0.5M KfLHO. and (v) 1** UH^ NO- systems are determined. Go the 
basis of ffcl values (separation factor greater than 3) same important 
separations are tr ied , \» a result the separations of Mg~ -Sr , 
Y 5 * - I a 3 \ Th%*-Sm5*, Al5*-Ca3* and Mg2*-Za2*-Cd2* have been achieved 
quantitatively within the experimental error range. 
the above studies on iron(IH) antitaonat© sh*»w the promising 
different inl s e l ec t iv i ty , and therefore, I t s u t i l i t y In the f ield of 
lon-exeh<<»n£re chromatography has further been explored for the 
separation of precious metal ions and other analytical ly important 
separations In microgram amounts. The Kd values for such metal Ions 
have been determined In (1) IftfW, (11) 0.02M NB^N©,, ( I l l ) 0.5M NaNO-, 
( iv ) 1M NaHn , (v) 0.5^1 NT^ NO- • 0.2M l!NO. and (v l ) 50$ IMSO systems. 
The experimentally successful separations on iron(III) antlmonate 
columns arst Au5*-Ag*-Cu2*, Au5*-Al5*, Au5*-Cd2*, 1b**-CfiCj*t 
Pt**-Cu2* and P t 4 * - N i 2 \ 
The Ion-exchange equilibria for Mg^-Na*, Ca*"*-Na*» Sr"*«Na* 
and 0a" ~Na exon/jn^e have been studied, the equivalent cat ionic 
fractions In exchanger and solution phases are calculated. The lon-
exchange Isotherms are plotted and the results are discussed* 
In order to study the mechanism of lon-sxehange on lron(III) 
antlmonate, the kinetic studies have been performed for Ag* , Zn°"*, 
Cd * t fig2*, La5* and Th**-?f* exchange. The limited bath technique 
has been used to measure the rates of exchange. The ef fects of 
4 
conceivi.rjit.ion, time, temperature and part ic le eiae have been studied. 
Various plots are given and the results are dlsoussed. The steohanisis 
has been found to be the diffusion through the part i c l e . The values 
of activation energies, effect ive diffusion coef f ic ients , entropies 
of activation am free energies of activation are calculated. 
The asperometric technique ueinit tiro polarized electrodes 
at const int voltage has been applied to determine Ctl(Il) by potassium 
ferrocyanide. A 50 ml sawple solution (containing 5-100 ag of Cd(II)} 
was taken in a 100 sil beaker. The solution was thoroughly stirred 
with the help of wa£?,n«*tic s t irrer and potassiura ferrocyanide solution 
was added fro® the alcroburette and the change in current was 
measured after each addition of tttr&nt. A plot of current versus 
volume of the t i t rant shows a sharp bre«Sx; at the equivalence point 
froas which the amount of Cd(II) can be determined. The effect of 
voltage, p?f ami temperature have been studied. To study the effect 
of concentration reversible t i t ra t ion i s a lso performed. These 
studies show that Cd(tt) forms a complex with potaBbiiisi ferrocyanide 
in the wo lor rat io of Cd(JI) t Fc(CN)T" of 8 : 7, corresponding to 
the fortaiila of the complex formed Kj0Cdg[Fa(CN)g|». The t i trat ion 
can be performed for the solutions having pit between 1»6 and 
temperature between 15-80 C at 100 »v. The determination of Cd(II) 
has been performed in presence of a number of cations and anions. 
The results have been found to be accurate within the acceptable 
error raage. 
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C H A P T E I* - I 
IHTRODPCriCH 
C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
Analytical ohemistry la Indispensable to ehemieal laboratories 
and Industries. Establishment of the taechanism of most of the 
reactions and the presence of various elements In a sample has been 
based on the chemical analys is . The purpose of analytical research 
i s t o devise new methods of analysis or to improve the existing ones. 
Therefore, analytical ohemistry finds constant application in 
technology, industry, medicine, agriculture, geology and other f i e lds . 
At present no material i s taken or released without analytical data. 
Identification i s done by qualitative analysis and determination 
by quantitative analysis* For an analysis some form of pretreatment 
of sample i s usually required so as to remove the interference of 
other substances• Separation, in most of the cases, i s one of the 
important methods of pre treatment and involves c las s i ca l and modern 
techniques. The precipitation and d i s t i l l a t i o n are the c lass ica l 
techniques and are replaced markedly by modern techniques as solvent 
extraction, ion->exehange, chromatography, eleetrosaetrie t i trat ions e t c . 
The rapid development of these modern techniques has increased the 
requirements placed in analytical laboratories. 
Nov-n-days, ion-exchange i s an extremely valuable out of these 
techniques. The ion-exchangers had a great impact on analytical 
ohemistry. The use of these materials gave analysts new methods 
for the requirements of modern laboratories. Their use has also been 
> 
made to the solution of previously Insoluble problems. Suoh as 
the separation of rare earths and recovery of rare elements. The 
atoralc power control laboratories and many different industrial 
laboratories are now unimaginable without the use of ion-exchangers. 
The lon-exchange separations offer advantages over the c lass ica l 
methods of separations (precipitation, f i l t ra t ion e t c . ) for the 
amount of the sample required Is small, a shorter time i s needed 
and the components can subsequently be determined using rapid 
instrumental or t i tr lmetr lc methods. Rapid and accurate determination 
of constituents of a sample or, oontastinents of al loys of complicated 
compositions, biological substances and f i ss ion products of 
radioactive elements has become possible by the use of ion-exchangers. 
Ion-exchange chromatography can be routinely used to overcome 
interactions and troubles in the determination of trace elements of 
eoohetnic 1 Interest, before optical or atomic absorption spectro-
photometry and neutron activation analysis • Ion-exchange materials 
are finding Increased use in gas-ehromatograpby because they offer 
a great range of potential s e l e c t i v i t y through variation of the 
ionic form of material*". All over the world numerous ion-exchanger 
plants are in operation for developing the separations of inorganic, 
organic and biological mixtures. The most important application 
i s s t i l l the purification of water. The water pollution i s 
Increasing day by day. However, the methods based on ion-exchange 
are becoming of promising success when applied to th i s end. 
Ion-exchange was recognised In the middle of the last 
century following the Investigations of two agricultural chemists, 
o 
Thomson-5 and Way who were studying the uptake of fertilisers by 
•oils* They discovered this phenomenon by the name of "base exchange" 
in soils. The exchange involved equivalent quantities of replaceable 
and replaced ions. It was established In 185% that aluminium 
silicates were responsible for this exchange"* • According to 
La&berg' and Wei'tier the materials responsible for this phenomenon 
were defined mainly cloys, zeolites, gluconites and htmic noids. 
These discoverice led to the use of the natural materials for water 
softening* The first synthetic industrial ion-exchanger was prepared 
by Harm and Rumpler' in 1905* Cans was ambitious to recover gold 
from sea water adopting this technique* But he could not fulfil his 
as*) It Ions because the Material of this type available at that tine 
proved to be inadequate for the purpose* Gans, however, recognised 
the practical utility of the ion-exchange phenomenon for water 
softening using natural and synthetic zeolites and clays • The 
exhausted bed of the ion exchanger was regenerated by passing a 
concentrated solution of sodium or, potassium salt over it* Because 
of this possible regeneration these zeolites and clnys could be used 
over and again* Limitations of seoiltes and days were soon 
recognised i.e., zeolites are decomposed by acids and clays are 
difficult to handle* To overcoats these difficulties a search of 
stable ion-exchange materials was started* In 1931 Kullgran 
observed that sulphite cellulose works as an ion-exchanger for the 
determination of copper* An interesting discovery began in 1935 when 
Adaas and Ho law a found that crushed phonograph records exhibit 
lon-exotmnge properties* The remarkable effect led the inventors to 
the synthesis of organic ion-exchange resins which had much better 
•i 
properties than any of the previous products . These resins are 
stable towards aelds and easy to handle. The structure can be 
varied as desired, therefore, the difficulties observed with seolltes 
and clays were removed by introduction of resins. Since then these 
organic ion-exchangers have been used both in laboratories and 
industries for separations, recoveries of metals, deionlsatlon of 
water, concentration of electrolytes and elucidating the mechanism 
of great many reactions . The applications of these ion-exchange 
resins progressed so rapidly that the theory lagged behind and could 
not follow the experiments. 
Just as the applications of the seolltes are United so are 
those with organic Ion-exchange resins under certain conditions. The 
resins are unstable in aqueous systems at high temperatures and in 
presence of ionising radiations. For these reasons there has been 
a resurgence of interest in inorganic ion-exchangers in recent years 
as they are unaffected by ionising radiations and are less sensitive 
to higher temperatures. The structure of these inorganic ion-
ex oh angers is stiff therefore, they are more selective and suitable 
for the separation of Ions on the basis of their different pore 
sixes. They can also be used as ionic or molecular sieves. Being 
stable towards ionising radiations, they can be used advantageously 
In reactor technology. Inorganic loa-exohonge membranes have also 
recently been used preferably over organic ones because of the 
inorganic membranes could permit higher temperaturea to be used and 
higher selectivity for certain ions. 
i) 
ft*© s e l e c t i v i t y of inorganic ion-exchangers has bet>n ut i l ized 
14 
for the preparation of loo se lec t ive oleetrodes • The ion se lect ive 
electrodes have no* become important tool for solving various 
« , l y t l . . l problo™."-". 
In order to understand the amplications and to improve upon 
thom, systemetic fundamental studies are being pursueded on these 
Materials• This new interest in inorganic ion-exchangers aay he said 
18 to begin in 1943« It was shown by Boyd that eoluums containing 
f inal ly divided zirconium phosphate supported on s i l i c a wool could 
be used to separate uranium and plutoniura from f iss ion products by 
an ion-exchange process* In addition to zirconium phosphate many 
other similar substances mny be prepared by combining oxides of 
group IV with the wore acidic oxides of group V and VI of the periodic 
table* 
The various inorganic ion-exchangers reported upto 1963 have 
to 
be«n admirably reviewed in the monograph of Araphlett * whloh has 
beootae a c la s s i c in this f ie ld* The studies on these materials 
from 1963-1969 have been stmamriaod by Peknrek and Vcsely "•*-* under 
the following headst 
1* Hydrous oxides, 
2* Acidic s a l t s of multivalent metals, 
3* Salts of heterepolyaoids, 
4* Insoluble ferroeyanides, 
5* Synthetic alurainoslllcates, and 
6* Certain other substances e«g# , synthetic apatites , sulphides and 
alkaline earth sulphates* 
b 
Marinsfcy hoe summarized the t heo re t i ca l asrecte of excluuigo 
In Inorganic ion-exchujnse materials**'• The synthesis and a i l lent ions 
of inorgmic ion-exchaaj'cra have been reviewed by Walton*"" . itecent 
reviewes on the appl ica t ions of ion-exchange have been edited by 
OQ on 
Morlnstey and Walton*. The synthesis and ion-exchange properties 
of the compounds of this class are sumanriaed in Table 1. 
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A search of l i t e r a t u r e shows very l i t t l e work on iron based 
exchangers and as iron s a l t s are less expensive therefore , i t was 
decided to synthesize iron b-ised exchangers. 
For a complete descr ip t ion of a mater ia l os an ion-ex oh an&er 
the following proper t ies must be studied: 
1» The lon-cxc$xcmere capac i ty , 
2. The resistance towards acids and bases, 
3 . Composition, 
%. Potentioraetrie t i t r a t i o n s , 
5 . d i s t r i bu t ion of counter ions between so lu t ion and exch.tnger phases, 
6 . Kinetics, 
7 . Therfflodynamios, and 
S# Analytical app l i ca t ions . 
Ion-exchange oopaeity i s one of the ©ost fundamental quant i t ies 
for charac te r iza t ion of any ion-exchange material* For a strong 
ion-@x«-sh.inger, the oapacity can readily be determined by d i rec t 
t i t r a t i o n . Various types of capac i t i es can be expressed in di f ferent 
manners. The equilibrium ion-exchange capacity for a strong ion-
exchan^er can be determined hy d i rec t t i t r a t i o n of strong cat ion 
exoh mjer (in II torn) with a strong base. Majority of the synthet ic 
inorganic ion-exchangers behaves as a weak ion-exchanger and therefore, 
the d i rec t t i t r a t i o n i s not r e l i a b l e . In t h i s case ion-exchange 
capacity i s determined by rep J <icenc»nt of hydrogen ions frota the 
exchanger H>as«> by the counter ions of a n e u t r a l s a l t solution and of 
determining th> equilibrium ion-exchange capacity i s by p i t - t i t r a t i ons , 
Maxiatm ion-exchange capacity equal to the numbers of ionogenlc 
1 
group* per specified amount of lon-exch«»nger may d i r ec t l y b^ 
determined by simple coition operation passing, the e l e c t r o l y t i c 
solut ion over the Ion-exchange material (In II*" form) and t i t r a t i n g 
the l ibera ted acid in the effluent by a standard base so lu t ion . 
Although the pure ion-exchange capacity of a sol id ion-exchanger 
can be det«»rtain<*d in several ways, « g r sv ine t r i c method ' offers 
for many lon-exchangers the advantage of r e l a t i v e l y hi<;fs accuracy 
and very siraple equipment requirements for only one difference 
weighing without any ana ly t i ca l chemical determination of ion. 
144 
Break-through capaci ty i . e . , the useful capaci ty for u t i l i z ing 
the column opera t ions , i s of importance when the r a t e of exchange 
i s slow. This rate may be so slow tha t the t o t a l capaci ty stay not 
be u t i l i zed in an ectu 1 operation* The operation i s discontinued 
at brook-through before reachin" the complete equilibrium* This 
capacity which i s u t i l i z ed un t i l break-through occurs i s known as 
break-through oapaclty or dynaralc capaci ty , i t depends upon operatln" 
condit ions and i s lower than the equilibrium ion-exchange capaci ty , 
The ion-exehanee mater ia l saust be studied for cheaical 
s t a b i l i t y in ac id ic and basic media t o check i t s l im i t a t i ons , 
Potentioraetrio t i t r a t i o n s are helpful in finding whether the 
exchanger i s ncnofunctionnl or polyfunetional , Alber t ! has studied 
t i t r a t i o n curves in d e t a i l on zirconium phosphate with a lkal ine 
ear th metal hydroxides ' . He observed that these curves are 
s t rongly afrect^d by hydrolysis of exchanger and prec ip i ta t ion of 
insoluble phosp tat**, He found tha t Caw p r ec ip i t a t e s on tho exchr>nrer 
a t 7(K exchange, Br" at 00^ exchange and Ba* a t 10CK exenangs. No <*x-
1 
Chan ire was found with Mg(ntr)0 probably because the hydruted Ion of 
Mg*" ie very large and i t can oot penetrate in the cavity of the 
exchanger. He also studied the forward and reverse Na -K* ion* 
exchange isotherm w and found that Na -K exchange in .in aqueous 
solution i s a tvo step process with partial phase so lub i l i t y . Alberti 
also studied the ion-exchange on crystal l ine zirconium phosphate 
prepared either by the refluxlni procedure or by direct precipitation 
147 procedure . It was observed that two materials, although exhibiting 
similar x-ray powder patterns, possess different ion-exchange 
behaviour. 
Thermodynamics i s a powerful tool for investigating the 
conditions at equilibrium. However, i t i s interested only in the 
i n i t i a l and final s tates of a system and i t does not consider about 
the mechanism of the chnn.<r<* of one state to the other and the time 
required thereon. These factors are considered with k inet i c s . Of 
greatest interest in the studies of kinet ics i s that i t provides the 
most general method of determining the mechanism of reaction (o 
process) . Ion-exchange equil ibria «oy be deeoribed by two theoretical 
approaches v i a . , (a' based on the law of mass action, and (b) based 
on the Donnan theory. From a theoretical view point, the Donnas 
theory has the advantage of permitting a more elegant Interpretation 
of the thermodynamic behaviour of ion-exchangers. However, frosa a 
practical view point, the mass action approach, modified in terns 
of act iv i ty coef f ic ients , i s simpler* Die ion-exchange equilibria 
of Li , Na and K on zirconium phosphate exchanger was studied 
148 by Larsen and Visers , They calculated the equilibrium constant 
1>> 
and other tberwodynrjsjic parameters v i a . , ZAG
 f z\ll and.AS • 
Noncollas and others studied the thermodynamics of ca t ion exchange 
149—151 
on xirconiura phosphate ^ J • They Interpreted the theroodynaaic 
functions in terms of the nature of the bonding between the a l k a l i 
• e t u i ion and the matrix of the lon-exchanger. Sifflil >r s tudies have 
152 
a l s o been reported on anion exchange . 
The ion-exchange i s 'overoed by in terd i f fus ion of the 
exchanging counter i o n s , e i t h e r by p a r t i c l e d i f fus ion or by film 
d i f f u s i o n . Thus k i n e t i c s suggests the t h e o r e t i c a l aspects of ion-
exchange. Dyer c t . a l . have studied the s e l f d i f fus ion of cat ions 
15* 
in zirconiiKH phosphate • Noncollas a l s o studied the k i n e t i c s of 
Ha -H exchange on c r y s t a l l i n e seirconiuw phosphate. The rate of 
exchange i s i n i t i a l l y fas t and l a t e r becomes slow, suggesting a change 
154 51 
in c r y s t a l l i n e s tructure . Fuga and Kikenda"' studied the k ine t i c s 
of ion-exchange between allcnll metals and zirconium antlmonate 
( in !! form) at 25 C. They found that the rate of react ion increases 
with the atonic number of the c a t i o n . It was slower than that of 
sulfonated res ins but f a s t e r than that for carboxylio r e s i n s . Dyer 
and n e t t i n g s h^ve studied the mobi l i ty of Ca"*t ST""* and Bnto+ ions 
455 
in x e o l i t e s at high temperatures ' . Recently, Albert ! e t . a l . have 
studied the ion-exchange mechanise of a lka l ine earth metal ions on 
156 
c r y s t a l l i n e stirconiura phosphate . The k i n e t i c experiments have 
shown that the rate of exchange decreases frora Ba to Sr*" and i t 
i s part icu lar ly low for Mg~ . Since the entropy of hydration of a 
given *r* ion decreases with i t s increasiiv? c r y s t a l l i n e radius, i t i s 
l i k e l y that lower exchange rate of Mfe i s re lated to i t s r e l a t i v e l y 
*~u 
large hydration energy* Therefore, i t i s d i f f i cu l t for the large 
bydrated Mg2+ to diffuse In the reticular structure of zirconium 
phosphate phases having low Interlayer distance. A kinetic study of 
ion-exchange on tantalum arsenate has been made to understand the 
15? theoretloal aspects of separations . 
the distribution of an ion between the exchanger and solution 
phases Is a measurement of s e l e c t i v i t y . Often, the ion-exchanger 
takes up certain ions in preference to the other present counter ions. 
This s e l e c t i v i t y aay depend, raninly upont (1) Donnan potential , 
(11) slave action, and ( i l l ) oontplex formation. The s e l e c t i v i t y Is an 
important factor to study the separations* On the basis of distribu-
tion coeff ic ients i t i s possible to predict the separation of one ion 
from the other. 
The inorganic Ion-exchangers have found aunerous Important 
analytical oppllections as categorised below: 
( 1) Purification of substances on a large soale , 
( 11) Separation of one ion frota the other on a s s a l l ion-exchanger 
ooluon, 
( i l l ) Ion-exchange paper chromatographic separations, 
( lv) Electrophoresis, 
( v) Ion-exchanger for gas chromatography, 
( v i ) Solid s tate separations, 
( v l i ) specif ic spot t e s t s , 
( v i i i ) Use of ion-exchanger beads to locate the end point In t i trat ion, 
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Purification on a large scnle can be made by passing the 
sample solution through the ion~exeh -uiger beds which take up certain 
materials la preference of others* The exchanger bed can be regene-
rated Into suitable form by conventional methods • The technique 
can also be ut i l i sed to recover traces of elements froa the dilute 
solut ions , ftte elements present in ionic form ore exchanged by 
equivalent amount of the counter Ion present In the exchanger. The 
elements can be eluted frow the exchanger ^y suitable e lectro lyt ic 
reagent. Ion-exchange i s , with very few exceptions, a reversible 
process. The metall ic ions are exchanged stoiohiometrioally with 
hydrogen Ions in exchanger phase and the metal ions can be determined 
Indirectly by the application of exchange reactionsj 
nHH* • *P* T> MT> • nH* 
v • n 
where R represents the structural unit of the ion-exchanger, and If* 
and M11* are the cations tafeing part in the lon-exchange, A similar 
method can be adopted for the replacement of onions by hydroxyl ions 
s to iohioaetr ioal ly . 
Ion-exehange has resolved the most d i f f i cu l t problem In 
chemical analysis i . e . , separation of typical components having 
similar enough properties. Column chromatography ic valuable, since 
the substances separated are col lected quantitatively. 
Since the crys ta l l ine lon-exohangers have oavlt lee of definite 
• I s e , they also possess ion sieve properties* The counter ions 
having larger radii than the holes In the oavity cannot penetrate 
2 
and therefore, they can lie separated from those smaller ions whioh 
can eas i ly enter into the cavity . These separations were f i r s t 
achieved by Clearfield on Klroonlum phosphate crystals ' and are 
sucfiBarlsed belows 
'/iroonium phosphate and anhydrous oetnl sa l t were heated in a 
platinum dish. The exchange reaction taking place Is represented 
by the following equation! 
sr(iip<^)2*n2o «, 2/x MCIX ' ^ zr{n)2/x (P<\ ) 2 • 2ilci • n2o 
vhen sine ohloride or hafnium ohloride were exchanged a new phase 
was obtained which persisted to about 2/3 of to ta l capacity of 
exchanger* These wide ranges of «etal content forming the same 
structure Indicate that so l id solutions of cation within crystal 
l a t t i c e are forming* The fact that a variety of cation type gives 
the same phases (almost identical interploner spacing but different 
in t ens i t i e s ) indicates that the crystal l a t t i c e remains r i id with 
the cations occupying similar exchanged s i t e s* This i s unlike the 
behaviour of siroonltsa phosphate exchanging ions in aqueous electrolyte 
solution where the l a t t i c e expands by the noveaent of the ©£ -zirconium 
phosphate layers to aoGosraodate hydrated cations* The e lot ion of 
oations with di lute acid solutions proved the pbenosenon as ion* 
exchange.the oatlons could a lso be removed by contacting the exchange 
phases with gaseous hydrogen chloride* 
Soae ion-exchange separations were a lso achieved* A solution 
containing equal parts of lithium ohloride end caesium chloride was 
2 
evaporated to dryness ana the dry salt mixture was ground together 
with oC-slroonium phosphate. On heating the mixture at 125 C 
lithium exchanged leaving oaeslum because the cavities are large 
enough to permit a cation of about 2-6 A* Ifcus Cs* should be 
excluded ae was observed experimentally* 
However, very few literature la available on Ion-exchange 
lfio In aolton salt* Alberti and Allulli treated ion-eaceli nge on 
amorphous alreonlum phosphate in aolten nitrates. They found that 
lithiua Ion i s greatly preferred over potassium Ions by the exchanger. 
Alberti also studied the specific conductance of amorphous 
zirconium phosphate In LI4, Na*, K* and C*4 forms over the range 
2~h0% conversions . The specific conductance of Li4 and Cs4 forms 
was found to decrease with percent conversion while that of the Ma4 
and K4 forme f irst Increase® and then decreases as oonveralon 
proceeds. A tentative model was proposed to explain the observed 
phenomenon. 
Instrumental Methods Include photometric and electronctrlc 
•ethoda. elect rone trie Methods are characterised by a high degree 
of sensitivity, select ivity and accuracy* Beliablo determinations 
can be made at the microampere and Microvolt range. Same tines the 
- m o l a r i t y r.aob« apt. 10"10 „ h r Uve l . ibe titration « * » 
can be followed by points plotted in measurable electrical property 
versus volume of t i t rant. The equivalence point can be determined 
at the inflectlea point of the curve. 
Eleotrometrlc titrations have successfully been used for the 
2-, 
determination of substances. Xkm of two indicating electrodes oan 
be nadc for the titrations where only changes in potential or, 
current but not the actual values, are sufficient for titration 
purposes* Two polarlsable Ag-eloctrodos wore used aa early aa 1897 
162 by Salomon in the argento metric determinations of ohloriue. A 
•ore extensive study of titrations based on the measurement of the 
ourrent between two identical electrodes at constant applied voltage 
was introduced by Foulk and Bawden under the name "dead stop end 
point" *"• This classical technique baa been nodlfled in various 
ways* the two basic ones are (1) blaasperometrie titrations, and 
(11) bipotentiowetric titrations* The first involves the measurement 
of the ourrent flowing be two on two ldentloal polarlsable electrodes 
at constant applied voltage, the second involves measurement of 
the potential difference between such electrodes when passing a 
constant ourrent* Titrations with two polarlsable ©lootodes have 
a great advantage in their rapidity and the simplicity of the 
instrumentation required. The sensitivity with which the end point 
oan be established is groat and oan be varied within certain limits 
by variation of the applied volt ago (or, ourrent), by the area of the 
olootrode surface and by the rato of stirring of the solution. In 
favourable oases it is unnecessary to plot the titration curve because 
of the great changes in the laeasurcd values in the vicinity of the 
equivalence point • * • Very dilute samples oan be employed in 
titrations. For titrations in non-aqueous systems the advantage is 
that no reference olootrode with salt bridge is required . The 
titrations oan be easily automated and two polarlsable electrodes 
are frequently used for and point Identification whore the tltrant 
£K) 
i s generated electrical ly , i . e . , in eowlonetrie t i trations. 
The aetbod possesses greater sensitivity than oonduotonetrlo 
and potent loawtrlo t i trations. Too qualitative interpretation of 
the titration curve a and the quantitative treatnente have been 
developed by several authors167"171 . Tho titration curve i s 
eharaoterlaed by a sharp end point. The Magnitude of the applied 
voltage ia generally of the order of few dec! volt a. The "dead atop 
end point" asthod has been applied to the determinations of an 
oxidant which nan liberate iodine ' . A particularly useful 
application of this technique i s the Karl Fischer t itration of 
water . Stock has reviewed the op] 
•lorooheaical deterainatlons 77*1 7 8 . 
o a plioatlona of this technique to 
the present work was undertaken to synthesise a new lnoiganlo 
iott»exohaugery irou(III) antinonste. The naterial has bean studied 
for i t s ion-exchange proportions eapaoity, pfl t i trations, M values 
e t c Gheatloal and thexwal s tabi l i t ies have also been detemlned. 
The analytical potential of the exchanger i s Judged by achieving the 
inportant separations of netal ions on the oolunn of this naterial. 
Ion-exchange equilibria for Ug2*, Ca2*f 3r2+ and Ba2* i s studied. 
Kinetic studies are node to understand the equilibria and the 
•eebenlsn of ion-exchange. The blanperonetrio technique has been 
2 * 
developed to date mine Cd with potaeeluw ferrocyanlde in presenoe 
of Hg . The interference of various foreign ions i s studied. 
2o 
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SYOTftESIS^ IO^F,XCIl^KGt:-,.pnCiPtiri'l{;S,„/Wt» ANALYTICAL AMPLICATIONS OF 
THERMALLY AND CHEMICALLY S T A B I J : I R C W ( I H ) ANTIMtiNATi-
c H n ' T r i; . il 
SYNTHESIS. ICM-FXCfMNG* VHOPi W1L - AX" MtALYIXCAL APPLlCAHtR* <* 
1*!i;-PMALLY ANi CL> HlCftLLY ST ABU II.'CH(HI) AM IMOr. Ui_, 
The I n t e r e s t towards inori?f«iic ion-exchangers has g r e a t l y 
Increased In r ecen t y e a r s * . These* ion-exchangers or© supe r io r t o 
ion-exchange r e s i n s in thermal s t a b i l i t y am) d i f f e r e n t i a l s e l e c t i v i t y . 
Of the v a r i o u s i n o r g a n i c ion-exchangers s t ud i ed phospha tes , a r s e n a t e s 
and ant lmonates show h ighe r ehealc- i l s t a b i l i t y . A coaptirlson of 
t l t a a l u r j based exc'^-'ivzers i s tvIveii% Ant lnonntes of t a n r e l u n , 
t i t a n l u n and t i n a re ; i lso eoo? nred • \ few s t u d i e s a re repor ted on 
iron-Nosed exchangers . F e r r i c phosphate and a r s e n a t e have been 
syn thes i zed and app l ied fo r s epa ra t ions^* . F e r r i c ferrocyai t ide 
ties a l*o be-n repor ted 7 * . A survey of t h e l i t e r a t u r e showed t h a t 
an t i nooa t e of l r o a ( l l i < h^s not been s t ud i ed HO f a r fo r i t s i oa -
•xchon^e behaviour , we stssiaarisse our s t u d i e s on i r o n ( J l I ) Ant taonatc , 
in t h i s c h a p t e r . The ranterial i s syn thes i zed under v a r i o u s c o n d i t i o n s . 
Composition, chemical and thermal s t a b i l i t y , r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y , pit 
t i t r a t i o n * , conduct one t r i o s t u d i e s , m v a l u e s , s a t u r a t i o n and breas 
throueh c a p a c i t y a re de te rmined . Soo*» a n a l y t i c a l l y important 
s e p a r a t i o n s a re ach i eved . \ t e n t a t i v e fonsu la i s suggested on the 
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Apparatsis 
w J t J « i * W i . -in W»l WHEW 
If! measurements were ismls- with Elico p£? saster esodei M-10, 
an e l e c t r i c tewperature control led SlCO stiaKar v«*« used for snaking 
and Bauson and Loss* •pectrmiio 20 was used for speet ro i^otonet r ic 
«*©0sure»*ats. A ftystronios conductivity br idge . Ty|.«» 30-# waa used 
for com: tie t ©metric aeasurewents* 
Renfonts 
I r o n ( I l l ) n i t r a t e (8.1UH*. India) and \ntiwony pcntaeblorlde 
(r#p«n*9 Rat;land) wer«» used* Antinony pentaohlorlds was di luted 
with %M IIC1 t o obtain the desired concentra t ion. All other reagents 
wer<> of AnalaR grade* 
Synthesis 
I ronCl l t ) »iiti»ofiftt# was prepared by mixing 0*1M solut ions of 
t ron(IIT) n i t r a t e ami antiwooy pentactolorid© under various conditions 
mentioned in Table II* The required pll of the f ina l solut ion was 
adjusted by adding ssnonla so lu t ion dropwise with constant snaking. 
The product was allowed to stand for 2* hours* It was f i l t e r e d , 
washed with dentine r a l l i e d watsr (pi! 6) and dried in the temperature 
control led oven at %© C* The protlnct broke down into soa l l pa r t i c l e s 
when iswersed in water* The mater ie l was converted into U forts 
by treatment with 2?! n i t r l e acid for 2k hours with occasional shaking 
and in te rmi t ten t ohanr.ln.' the acid* All the sassples were a**, 0 in 
dried a t %0 C* 
(.} U 
loo-exchange capacity 
A coition of 1 g of the exchanger la R* form was prepared 
In a burette with glaae wool support* 1M solution of the electrolyte 
was passed through the column. kOO a l of the effluent was collected 
and t i trated with stand art' soditaa hydroxide solution, 
Com posit ion 
Fire hundred milligrams of well powdered material was 
dissolved in 20 nl of hot concentrated hydrochloric acid. Antimony 
was precipitated as sulphide and determined volume tr lea Uy with 
potasslua Iodide Method9 and ferric was estimated as ferrous with 
potasslua dlohronate • 
Chealcal s ta b i l i t y 
0.5 g of the exchanger was shaken with 50 ml of the solution 
concerned at 30 j ; 2 C for 6 hours* Ferric and antimony were 
determined In the solution phase epectrophotosaetrioally with 
11 1° 
1,10-phenantorollne and hodaminc D respect ire l y . 
Cheaton1 reproducibility 
The procedure of synthesis of saraple No.1(a) was repeated 
five times. The product of every batch was analyzed for iron and 
antimony content. Ion-exchange capacity with 1M NaNOu was also 
determined. 
Ion-exchange potent!owetrie t i t ra t ions 
Potentloraotric t i t rat ions of sanpie No.l(a) were perforaed 
adopting the Method of Topp and Pepper J for O.iM solutions of 
Lithium hydroxide, sodium hydroxide and potassium hydroxide. 
Titrations with added sal t method were carried out in presence of 
respective sa l t s of these alkalies* 
Conduot owe tr ie •easureaents 
The oonductosaetric aeasurements were Made after attaining 
equilibrium by shaking the n »1 0.1N Nad! and (50-n) nl conductivity 
water with i g exchanger (H*) for 6 hours at 30 •; 2 C. 
Infrared studies 
Hie infrared (IR) spectra for lron(III) antlatonate (H4) were 
recorded using Nujol pi.as© and NnCl window. 
Break-through capacity 
fhe break-through capacity of iron(III) antiaonate (H*) was 
deteralned by column operation for four bivalent oations. The break-
through capacity for Od was determined at three different tempera-
tures . For t h i s , the ooluntt was prepared in a oondenser and the 
water of desired temperature was clroulated around that . The break* 
through capacity was also deteralned for different coluna lengths 
and flow rates . 
Ion-eatehange capacity by difference weip,hlnfi 
A gravimetric aethod by difference weighing1' was applied to 
determine ion-exchange eapacity of iron(III) antiaonate* The exohan/rer 
was loaded ooapletely with counter ion B* in sua11 sintered funnel 
'1U 
16 
(2.5 «n <L 8,5 era height) by conventional method "wi th 2M HNO-, 
The loo-exchange material was washed with deminerallsed water, until 
the elujte was free from H* ami air dried in a petridish. 
Iron(III) antimonate (n*) G^  g (Ca 1 g) was plaoed in a 
weighing bottle I and Gg g (Ca 1 g) was loaded completely in th© 
sintered glass funnel with counter ion B by using 400 ml of a 
corresponding 1M solution of th i s ion* Hie material was washed with 
deminernllsed water unt i l no further B ion was detected from the 
e luate , the material was completely transferred frost the sintered 
glasa funnel to the weigh in.' bott le II and dried in vaocum oven at 
ilO • 1 C togather with weighing bott le I for 24 hoars. The vacoujs 
purap was connected to the oven after evaporation of supernatant water 
in weighing bott le I I . The weighing bott les after taking off from 
the oven were kept in desiooator t i l l room temperature was attained 
and then weighed. The calculations were made as follows! 
a7(meq/r, dry weight) • i * 0 ? * ! "*•* g *** - i ( W VGi dry 
where Q^  i s the ion-exohange capacity of exchanger, KJ? and ER are the 
equivalent weights of counter ions H and B respectively, G- . and 
°2 dry mre t b e *relC l l t» o* weighing bott les 1 and II after drying. 
Distribution studies 
•WHIM—Hi l i i M H I i i l l l i ^ — » m » m wiimwmnWiliWii* . M W W M I W 
Ine distribution coefficients were determined by the batch 
17 
process after attaining equilibrium by shaking the metal Ion 
solution with the exchanger (H*) for 6 hours at 30 •, 2*C, The 
amount of the catice in the solution waa estimated by 'HTA titration 
4* 
and the W values were calculated using the expression 
F 0.5 
where X I s the volume of F.PTA consumed by the original solution and 
F Is the volume of KPT A oonsumed after equilibrium. the total volume 
of the solution was 50 nl and amount of the exchanger used was 0*5 ". 
Separations 
For separation studies i r o n ( l l l ) antiraonate (II ) column .
 #r> cm 
length and 3.9 tsaa dianeter wes used. The flow rate in a l l the 
separations wns about 0.18 ml nin" • 
4~ 
RESULTS 
• j l o w mm******«M—WM> 
Tbe results of ion-exchange capacity and composition of 
various samples of iron(III) antiaonate are presented in Table 2 . 
The effect of drying temperature on Ian-exchange capacity 
was studied in order to see the working temperature range of th is 
ion-exchanger. The results are given in F l g . l . 
The results of tbe chemical s tab i l i ty swasurenrrmts are 
euoaarlzed in Table 3* 
In order to cheek reproducibility, sample No.l(a) has be on 
prepared in five different batches* Tbe results of composition and 
lon-exch.^nge capacity are given in Table h, 
The pll t i trat ion curves are plotted in Fig.2(a) for different 
a lkal ies In presence of their respective salts* Direct pH t i trat ions 
were also performed with LinH, NaOtl and KOFI for t h i s exchanger. The 
resul t s are plotted in Fig .2(b) . 
Conductowetric securest* ots were cade with NaOU, the results 
are plotted in Fig*3* 
The break-through curves of lron(III) antitaonate (ft4) column 
for four aetal lens are given In F ig .Ma) . The influence of flow 
rate, temperature and colurn length ar® studied the results are 
presented In Figs .Mb), Me) and 4(d) respectively* 
Ion-exchange capacities measured by tbe column operation 
in terms of hydrogen ion liberation capacity and by gravimetric method 
4u 
for sone none and bivalent cation* whose water solutions are 
nearly neutral are given In Table 5. 
in spectra for iron(JJI) antinonate, sample Noe.2. and 1( ), 
and antliionte acid (amorphous am) crystalline) are given in Fig.5. 
In order to study Its analytical potentialities the 
distribution coefficients of 27 metal Ions In five different systees 
are determined, the results are Mentioned in fable 6* 
The separations were tried for the pairs of cations for which 
the separation factor, rj \zl > 8. Those experimentally achieved 
are reported in Fig.6 and results are given in Table 7* 
< i i 
TABLE 2 
SYNTHESIS AND PROPERTUS Of IRON(UI) AKTIMONAT& 
Saaple 
No. 
Conditions of synthesis 
T 
Nixing v o l m s r a t i o 
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WrPRODOCIBIUT? OF iRGii( in) AI*T 1MOISATF (SAHt'l* NO.i ( a ) ) 
Hatch No. Composition Xon-exciiftnge capacity Po s i t i o n ion-exou{iiige oaj 
• I 8b (a>eq/«) 
t i » a . 4 i o .83 
2 it2.%7 0.81 
3 tsil.42 0.32 
4 1$2.%5 0.82 
5 H2.%2 0 .83 
2^ 
o O.tMLiOH + O.IM LiCl 
• O.IM NoOH *0. IM NoCl 
* O.IM K0H*0.IMKCI 
0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 18 
C 0 hTj added(meq•/ 0. 2 9 exchanger J 
F(G. 2 (aJpH TITRATION CURVES FORlRON(lll) 






o OJM LiOH 
» O.IM NQOH 
A O.tM KOH 
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C0H~3added(meq/0. 29 exchanger) 
HG. 2 (b) pH It T RATI ON CURVES FOR IRON (III) 
ANTtMONATE(H+) WITHOUT ADDED SALT 
4 8 12 16 
O.INNaOH(mt) 
FIG. 3 CONDUCTOMET&tC TITRATION OF 
IRON (lU)ANTIMONATE (H+) AGAINST NaOH. 
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FlO. 4 (Q)EXCHANQE ISOPLANES (BREAK THROUGH 
CURVES )FOR DIFFERENT CATION SOLUTIONS 
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FIG. 4 (b) THE BREAK-THROUGH CAPACITY 
AT DIFFERENT FLOW RATES FOR 
Cd (N03J2 (0.02N)J0N-EXCHANGE 
COLUMN: IRON (II!) ANTIMONATE(H+); 
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FIG.4(c) EXCHANGE ISOPLANEStBREAK-THROUGH 
CURVES) AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES FOR 
Cd (N0p2 (0.02N l/ON-EXCHANGE COLUMN: 
IRON (lit) ANT/MONATE (H+), DfAMETER:6.0mm,' 
L* iO.Ocm, PARTICLE DIAMETER: 0.14-0.29mm, 




FIG. A (d) THE BREAK-THROUGH CAPACITY AT 
DIFFERENT COLUMN LENGTHS FOR A S0LUTI0N0F 
Ca(N03)2 (0.0 2NJJ0N-EXCHANGE COLUMN: 
IRON (tltj ANTIMONATE (H+)i DIAMETER*Q3mmi 
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DISCISSION 
The results of Table 2 indloate that Sacpie Nos.l(a) and 2 
have got the maximum capacity and nearly the eawc composition. The 
P» effect in the synthesis of i r o u ( n i ) antiaonate r even Is that ion-
exchange capacity decreases as the pi! increases. The products 
prepared at pU greater than one contain l ess amount of antiisrony, 
probably due to the formation of hydroxides of iron and antloony. 
Antimony hydroxide i s soluble at higher pti or, i t forras a colloidal 
solution which passes through tho f i l t e r paper in washing, 
As the resul ts of F lp . l , the ion-exchanger can be used upto 
« 200 C without any loss in ion-exchange capacity but above this 
temperature ion-exchange capacity loss la Marked. The capacity 
loss i s least in iron(IJl) ant intonate than the other antlaonates. Thus 
iron(IM) antimonate shows the smxinun thermal s t a b i l i t y , 
The results of dissolution (Table 3) also confirm that the 
product former! at lower pf| la acre stable than that at higher pH. 
Sample No.1(a) i s studied in detai l due to i t s oheraleal and thermal 
s t a b i l i t y . 
The results of chemical analysis (Table 2) give the Feisb 
mole ratio of 1*2«4 for No . l (a ) . The comparative study of a l l the 
samples reveals that ion-exchange capacity decreases as Fe/Sb ratio 
Increases. The results are similar to our earl ier results with 
Aluminium ant intonate . 
The results of Table k reveal that the Material i s 
reproduolbly pre fared as the composition and ion-exchange capacity 
Iw 
are almost the same of the material prepared in five different 
batches* 
The capacity calculated by column operation ia terms of 
hydrogen ion liberation capacity depends upon the else and i s higher 
for the eluting oation having greater ionic radii (Tabic 5)* 
Tlie capacity determined by gravimetric aethod i s s l ight ly 
higher than that calculated by eoluan technique (Table 5)* This ia 
probably due to a minor adsorption of oounter ion on the surface of 
exchanger along with the (aajor) exchange. Analogous results were 
15 
observed by Kurt Bunsl and Bruno Sanson! . 
The pi! t i trat ion curves (Figs .2(a) , 2(b)) show the monocrotic 
behaviour of iron (III) antiaonate in H* form. The total ion-exchange 
capacity from added salt p? t i trat ions i s 1*5 weq./g as calculated 
at the neutralisation point. The ion-exchange capacity calculated 
In th i s way Fives the aaxiaun nuaber of replaceable counter lone 
and, therefore, th is capacity aust be independent of the nature of 
the cation* Experimentally also we have found that the Ion-exchange 
capacity obtained by the three systems of Na*, Li ami K* i s approxi-
mately the saae* But, the ion-exchange capacity calculated frota 
direct pu t i trat ions i s 1.15 aeq . /g . The lower cnpacity in case 
of direct t i trat ions i s due to the insuff icient concentration of 
oounter loos and complete exchange does not take place* 
The Bonoprotio behaviour of l r o n ( l l l ) antiaonate (»*) i s 
further confirmed by conductometric t i t ra t ion (rtg*3). The ion-
exchange oapaelty calculated with th i s t i t rat ion i s 1*2 meq./g. The 
( u , 
capaci ty determined by t h i s method i s almost same to that determined 
by d i rec t pH t i t r a t i o n method. 
However, for column operation we ne**tl the brea -through 
capaci ty which i s the amount of counter-ions absorbed by the column 
un t i l the hrean-through, (Uresis-thro ugh capacity depends uj>on the 
experimental condi t ions . Higher the flo** rot®, the lower i s the 
break-through capaci ty (Fig*'*{b))« This capacity increases with the 
temperature and column length (Fi£0«4(o)9 4 ( d ) ) , The column 
behaviour of i r o n ( I I l ) antimonate i s s imi la r a© shown by others J,»*-u»"-14 
I t i s i n t e re s t In t o note that the break through capacity i s a lso 
r e l a t ed to Ka values (Table 6) an! a plot of bre.ik through capacity 
a g ' i n s t loc* W i s a s t r a igh t l ine ( F l p , ? ) . This gives a l inear 
r e l a t ionsh ip between break through capaci ty and log Kd. 
Four binary and one ternary separat ions are achieved 
quan t i t a t ive ly on the I r o n ( I I I ) antimonate (11*) column (F ig ,6 ) . These 
separat ions are ana ly t i c a l l y Important and the r e s u l t s obtained are 
accurate (Table 8U 
The in spectra of i r o n ( I I l ) antimonate, sample Nos.2 and i (a) 
(Fig.5) •how panics at 750 cm** , 1580 em » 1*70 cm"1, 1650 cm"1, 
2850 «•* and 2939 «sT , The anaoiptlon peaks a t 1390 oaT , 1%70 c m , 
1 « » 1 1 
2850 csT awl 2930 oa are due t o Nujol, The absorption at 750 era" 
i s due t o the s t re tch ing vibra t ion of the M-0 bonds £ y (Fe-0, Sb-o)J. 
»i 
The absorption at 1650 am corresponds to the deformation vibrations 
of intertitial water and of the hydroxy 1 groups I ^ (lig**) and (Cli)1. 
Both these absorption maxima are also observed with antlmonic «cid 
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FIG.7 PLOT OF BREAK-THROUGH CAPACITY 
AGAINST LOGKd IN DIFFERENT 
ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTIONS 
u. 
number values . This ind ica tes th,»t i r o n ( I I I ) antisionatc resctables 
in s t ruc ture with antitaonic acid which contains Wl groups and Sb-0 
bonds. 
On the bas i s of IR spectra of i r on ( J I I ) antiiaonato and 
comparison with that of antiiaonio acid nm! the composition determina-
t ion (Table 2 ) , a t e n t a t i v e formula of i r o n ( i l l ) autinonatc cm be 
sug/ested as follows? 
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C H A P T E R - XXI 
fliiimTiTUHr <TPARATIONS Of Cua*-Ag*-Aa*V. A U ^ - A I * * , . A U 3 * - C 4 2 4 , 
Th4*-IJ0g\ Pt**-Ml2* AND Pt**-Gu2* OK IRCti(III} ANT1M0NATE 
COLUMNS ANIJ ION-EXCHANGE IKjtUUQItXA OF Mg2*', 
1 . j . — ^ « - * . « . * i i in i f f " - - i r i .in -••* •MTTITT-I 1 - r T r r - | - r r - r r r r r - m "^l-rTTT* 
Ca2*, S r 2 * AND fta2*-Ha* EXCHANGE 
7:? 
C H A P T E R - I I I 
QWASTITATIVr SEPARATIOMS OF Cu2+-Ag*-AU3*t AU3*-Al3+. Au34-Cd2+. 
Th^-UO2,*, Pt**-Ki2* AMD Pt**-Cu2* ON IRON(III) ANTIMCNATE 
COMIWHS AND lON-EXGtHKOE EQUILIBRIA OF Mg2*. 
Ca2*, ST2* AND Ba2*-Ma* EXCHANGE 
Ion-exchange chromatography i s an i»portant t o o l for 
cheatlenl separat ions . This technique stay be considered, mainly, 
in three heads i . e . , column, thin layer and paper cur©iaatogr..piiy. 
The column chromatography has got the adv ntnge in c o l l e c t i n g the 
respect ive separated cons t i tuent s by simple ol i i t ion technique. 
The recent l i t e r a t u r e has beaut i fu l ly been reviewed by v> niton in 
h i s book *lon-Rxohange Chraafltogrsphy" . The technique has grown 
in response t o pract ica l needs and nay be applied for d i f f eren t 
pro?) loos in d i f f erent ways. St re low c t . o l . have u»ed AG50V-X8 
cat ion exchange re s in t o separate Au'* fro*a other m e t a l s 2 . Ion-
exchange technique has been applied e x t e n s i v e l y t o separate uranium 
from other ac t i o idea* . The introduction of inorganic Ion-exchangers 
has solved swiny d i f f i c u l t problems because of t h e i r d i f f e r e n t i a l 
s e l e c t i v i t y . The pioneer wort* on these a a t o r i a l s has been reviewed 
by Astphlett , fhe a n a l y t i c a l appl ica t ions in various f i e l d s have 
be««n reviewed by Inoxedy , A great number of papers have been 
published fron our laborator ies . 
Out of the various inorganic ion-exchangers, the s tudies on 
i r o n ( I I I ) based exchangers are ©enure ^* . The synthes i s and 
s tud ies on i r o n ( I I I ) antiaonate have been reported in chapter I I . 
7 
The exchanger has been found to be thermally most stable aatonfat 
a l l the antimonatea studied so far. The material shows the 
differential s e l e c t i v i t y and can be prepared reproducibly. It was, 
therefore, decided to explore i t a u t i l i t y In the f ie ld of ion-exchange 
chromatography for analytical ly important separation*. 
Ion-exohange equil ibria atudiea are also important to 
investigate the oondltlona at equilibrium. The oontrlbutlona 
18 10 20 21 
of Barrer , Moncollas , Albert 1 and Sees are note worthy in 
th i s f i e l d . Li/K ico-exchange laotberma on crystal l ine tiroonium 
22 phosphate are studied by A l lu l l l e t . a l . • A basic approach has been 
applied in the present work to discuss the lon~exehange equilibria of 
O A 2 ^ O A J * 4. 
Mg , Ca , Sr and Ba -Ha exchange on iron(III) antimonate. 
K 
EXPTRIMKNTAt 
t r o n ( I I I ) antiraoiiate syn thes ized a& r epo r t ed in chapter I I 
(f»aisplo No»i(n) was gloved t o 60-100 taehh. The exchanger was 
preparer! in II forte by conven t iona l method, 
Ihe m a t e r i a l was conver ted i n t o Na fors* in a column with 
1W NaCl and o o m a n o n d l n r wota l loin forms «ere nod© by p a s s i m C.i!< 
s o l u t i o n of meta l c h l o r i d e s th roorh t h e column u n t i l the concent r o t ion 
of ©luant «»«' ©luete wen* i d e n t i c a l . The sarcples washed with 
dewtnera l ixed wate r f r ee frorr e l " were a i r d r i ed and s to red t o a 
cons t /ml weight in an aqueous a tnosnhere of 79^ h u o l d i t } ( s a t u r a t e d 
aramoniwa c h l o r i d e s o l u t i o n ) . 
vo te r c o n t e n t s of v a r i o u s o a t l o n l c forms exchangers ( s to red 
as above) were determined by h e a t i n g t o cons t an t wei h t in an a i r 
oven at 200 • 1 C, The ioa-exobaage e«ii>aclti©u were determined 
by e l u t l n r the a l k a l i n e e a r t h » e t i i ons with 2" IINC, in a col ; ran anJ 
ana lys ing the e l a n t e , 
D i s t r i b u t i o n s t u d i e s and s e p a r a t i o n s 
As g iven in c h a p t e r I I . The exchanger was taken i n If* forr*. 
A n a l y t i c a l p rocedures 
Cu2*, N i 2 * , H i 4 4 , U 3 \ C d 2 \ tig2*, C a 2 \ s r 2 4 ana Ba2* 
were determined with FIFTA2'. Ac* with di thiasone 2*, An5* and f t * * 
with stannous, chlor ide*" 5 and r o j * with hydrogen peroxide"4* were 
determined s p e c t r o p h o t a a e t r i e a l l y . 
Equilibrium experiments 
20 ml solutions containing MaCl solution and appropriate 
al&aline earth aetal chloride solutions having constant ionic 
strength (0.2) were ta&en In stoppered conical flasfcs, then 3 
weighed amount of exchanger (0*2 g) was added and the f las ts were 
thoroughly shaken in an e l ec tr i c shaker for 6 hours* uiporlraents 
shoved that equilibrium was attained within th i s period ami allquotes 
from supernatant solutions were analysed for metal ions* All the 
isotharre were determined at 32 £ 1 C* 
For a l l lsotharsM* in forward direction the start lug material 
wac in Na form* For the reverse iaothersss the at irtlug materials 
were taken in the appropriate oat ionic forew* 
RESULTS 
The Kd va lues of 9 meta l lone ware determined In s i 
d i f f e r e n t systems, t he r e s u l t s «r© » mats n r i seed In Table 9 . 
r\ 
TABLE 8 
Kfci TALUKS FOR lUCN(Il l ) AN1IMONATJ 
Cat ions 
A . & * 
or* 
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1 1 . 6 
T.A. 
2 6 0 . 0 
3 . 2 
0.02M NK^NO. 
1 6 5 . 0 
T,\. 
8 6 6 . 4 
T.A. 
T. A. 
8 . 7 
-
25%. 2 
5 . 2 
ffl v a l u e s 
0.5M NaNO-
8 5 . 2 
1 6 8 0 . 8 
1^9.% 
3%80.2 
5 5 0 . 6 
1.% 
4 1 . 8 
8 6 . 7 
0 . 0 
, - 1 
t B i g 
1M NaNO. 
3 5 . 3 
7 8 0 . 0 
6 1 . 3 
2 2 8 7 . 0 
1 8 6 . 6 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
1 6 . 9 








1 2 . 6 
2 0 1 0 . 0 
1 2 0 . 1 
-
6 0 . 0 
0 . 0 
8 . 9 
6 . 8 
0 . 0 
ITMW • Domineraliaetl wa te r ; T.A. « To t a l a ^ n o r - t l o n ; 
I1MS0 » Dimethyl eniphoxid©. 
(o 
The s e p a r a t i o n s of metal i ons have been i n v e s t i g a t e d on the 
b a s i s of d i s t r i b u t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s . Those success fu l exper imenta l ly 
a re r e p o r t e d in Table 9 . The l i q u i d chromatograws for t he se s e p a r a t i o n s 
a re r i v e n in F i r , 8 . 
?rPftR,4TlUNS ON IKON(III) VtHMONAlf (II*) COLUMNS 
Or 
Sample Mixture i.luant \ l u t e Amount Amount % i r r o r 
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Ttie r e s u l t s of loa-excnange oapac i ty and water con ten t va lues 
f o r aagnesiun(TX), Q-Uc i tna ln ) , Btront i iBj( l l ) and b a r i u a ( I I ) a re 
presented in Table 10 . 
YAOli 10 
VATKP CONTENTS AW> IGK-RXCHftJIGE CAPACITY OF AIAM.1NL 
VWIH HTTAI. IONt. IN i H f t i ( l U ) ANiIM0NA1E 
Metal Ion Water con ten t I . * • € • of c a t i o n i c I . r . C . of Na* form 
{**•) font of exchanger of exchanger 
( » e q . / g ) (raeq./g) 
2* 
2 + Ca** 













OHW 0.5MNH^N03* lMNH^N03*O.^MHNOi 
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FIG. 8 SEPARATION ACHIEVED ON .IKCMifflMAMJlMONAte 
(H+KOLUMN. ' ^ " - 1 $ * y 
(Contd.J / * , '
 Acc so A 
\& ^ / - 2 ^ Jit 
78 
DM W (MNHtNOj * O.iMHNOj 
3. 50% DM SO 
120* 
IMNQNO3 +O.IMHNO3 
20 40 60 d0 tOO 
Efuate volume (ml J 
120 
C'-~ a * / * • * » _ 
7;J 
DMW IMNQNO,* O.IMHNO* 
,20 K »-«-
=1 200 
20 AO 60 80 WO 
Etuate volume (ml) 
J20 
loxt-exchimgc i s o t h e r . s , which a r e t h e p l o t s of -\, ngaiiist \ , , 
a t ft s t e e l f i c t e ^ e r a t u r e are f?,iven in F i g s . 9 t *0» i l »" tJ 1 2 « 
Th© r e s u l t s of equ iva len t c a t i o n i c f r a c t i o n s i n s o l u t i o n (x,^ 
and excbao^ef phase ( ^ , ) t «»* r a t i o n a l s e l e c t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s a re 
pre sen t etl in Tables i l t 12, t 3 and 14 . 
TABLE l i 
r^t'lVM"'Nl CATIGNXC FRACTIONS ANi: UVSION*! ST1.:«'M\IIY ROi FI 10 I >tt s 
FOf! M£*J*~Na* EXC?:.\NGr M 32 ^ 1°C 
V * V : + .^'r* 
0 . U 6 C.C21 7.528 
0,226 0 .050 6.809 
0.356 0 ,095 6.570 
0.362 0,118 5.863 
0.460 0 .185 5.664 
0.549 0.301 '1.381 
0.568 0.360 3.463 
0.610 0.458 - . 5 7 2 
0 .653 0.525 2.330 
0 .765 0.669 2.268 
O.S43 0 .797 1.751 
O.Q29 0 .920 1.281 
8-
• M M H M M t M M i i W M W 
f 'I-IVM/Wl CVTTONir ITtATIC«; AN: 'IVTIONU, & U.Ci IVJ . \ C O l i l C l V*: 
POf; Cfi2*-Na* EXCIMNCi AT 3* • 1*C 
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TABLE i ? 
KII:IVM*.NT CAiiriKifi i-;:Mrrir«s m^ siMimM S L U C I I \ I ; V C- n 1*1 w . 
FOR Sr2*-Na* LXCJMNtif \T 32 ^ 1*C 

































F Q C m i M I T CATICNIC FRACTION.: AND RA1 IONAI. SMi011VlT \ C(* I I 101 NFS 
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FIG. 10 ISOTHERMS FOR Ca2+-Na+£XCHANGE 
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DISCUSSION 
The method desc r ibed p rov ides a usefu l me >ns for the i n n l y t l -
o a i l y Import mt s e p a r a t i o n s of c e r t a i n metal i ons in microrram amounts, 
The s e l e c t i v i t y i s a l s o measured in terms of d i s t r i b u t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s 
which depends upon the na tu re of meta l i o n , c o n c e n t r a t i o n of th«> 
equ i l ib r ium mixture and composi t ion of the sys tem. 
A study of fCd va lues in d i f f e r e n t systems (Table 8) shows 
t h a t the ion-excii anger , i r o n ( I I I ) ant imonate , has got c'.if e * e n t i a i 
s e l e c t i v i t y towards metal i o n s . Exper imenta l ly achieved s e p a r a t i o n s 
a re sharp (Fig.f t) ant? r e c o v e r i e s a re q u a n t i t a t i v e (Table 9 ) . 
The method I s useful f o r t he s e p a r a t i o n of Au from As *, 
Cu*'*, Al*+ and C6*** ( F i g . ^ ) . Because of h i g h e r s e l e c t i v i t y tovards 
Cu*** nn<! Ci'1*"4', t he method i s very wel l s u i t e d for the s e p a r a t i o n of 
these metal ions in t r a c e amounts from Au3* and f t • 
Th in jwso system f o m s bullcy complexes l i k e Th '1/..10 DMSt' 
and i s not allowed t o p e n e t r a t e l a the pores of t h e exchnni'er and 
t h e r e f o r e , r e s u l t i n g in lower Kd va lue as con be i n f e r r e d from Table S. 
The m value f o r Th i s 5.0 In comparison t o UQl ( 2 6 0 . 0 ) . Therefore , 
s e p a r a t i o n of Th * from VO^* became p o s s i b l e ( F i g . 8 ) . Analogous 
27 behaviour was observed on t i n ant imonate ' . The s e p a r a t i o n i s 
Import:ant i n t h e r a d i o a c t i v e f i e l d where t h i s p o s s i b i l i t y may tie 
t r i e d for the s e p a r a t i o n of r a d i o a c t i v e Ions of t h e s e e l emen t s . 
1*4. " 4 , 
The separation of Pt from Ni" Is obtained successfully 
(Pig.8). As these two metal Ions belong to the same group of periodic 
table, their separation also seems useful. 
8.' 
The ion-exchange capacity values for »;v nesitesC I I), c1-* lcia.:{ I* \ 
strontiumf ? I) nn^ bai ' iu»( t l ) forrau of the exchanger i»iven in "Inblt JO 
reveal that the capacity for tho alUaliuc earth o c t a l ions incre «t-ft-. 
In the order of M«~4< Oa*:*< S r ^ - C ItoT*. Pin l i a r var ia t ions of tuc 
capacity oi zirconium phosphate" * and t ntalup arsenate wit!. t>;r-
nature of the lonixin? eat ions have been observed, Th» r e su l t s of the 
Table 10 for water content and capaci ty values Indicate t i n t th> .?ot ?ii, 
en te r In the pores of the oxe»san.'cr nu '.lydrnted iona ;nai tLe warded 
diffeience In th«-- ca^ac l t " can h« accounted for the d i t fer -nce In tne 
nunher of associa te ! water ^ i ' o l e s * Sltos close of t^e '.'tiiMtei' nc t^->l 
ions umy that, he ef fec t ively hloctoul for the exchange reac t ion . This* 
showy loii sieve *.*ro par t i es of the ex chancer* Annlo/ous behaviour 
"51 
»as f©<av* i»y otu<»r wor.iera on zirconium phosphate . 
The Ion-exchange isotherm ivea the ionic composition of the 
lon-exchancer phase nnc! the solut ion phase on var ia t ion of experimental 
e d i t i o n s . Sup!'0ain,e that the lon-exchan er i n i t i a l l y in Na* form 
la eoui l ih ra ted with solut ion of counter ion M11*, The exchange can fee 
represented as 
nR Na* • M0* ~ . ~^ » n M • nNa* ( 1 ) 
wh( re 0 i s the s t ruc t Krai unit of the ion-cxeh n*er. In nost of the 
cases , ion-exchange i s e r evers ib le process an..4 therefore i t in 
i-wnateiial tha t which slue equilibrium i s approached. This can be 
eonflr'HHi by hnvlrt a si«f«t on the lon-exchan e ifiotijerc plots *iven 
is< Fi:;s»9» 10 and i t for ' i r e e t an<l reverse processes where the 
reverse process curves cone t tie the d i rec t process curves within the 
experimental e r ro r ranro for the vet e l ions Mg""*t Ca^* and ST*"*. 
Jv7 
(JRv 1Z) 
Itowever, a warded deviat ion i s recorded for Ba*"7, The abnormal 
2* behaviour with OR can be explained cm the bas i s of very hi4-.I1 
s e l e c t i v i t y of the ion-exchatiper toward© lla*" ami thus giving lite 
appearance of hys te res i s loop, which may bo due t o l a t t i c e 
rearrangement. The s e l e c t i v i t y of Ba i s fur ther confirmed by 
d i s t r i bu t i on s tudies (chapter I I ) . 
The ion-exchangt* isotherm c m be represented in tertrs of 
equivalent c t i o n i c f ract ions x_ a*nS X^ 
*
 m = — 2 2 ( 2 ) 
where m represents the charge on counter ion and o represents the 
ntasber of moles of n e t a l ion in the solut ion a f te r equl l ibr lusi . 
S i a i l o r l y equivalent cat ion fract ion i « exchanger phase (x„) can be 
determined* 
A glance of such a plot con show tha t the ion-exchanger selects 
one counter ion in preference to the o the r . I f ion M11* i s preferred 
by the exchanger the isotherm l i e s above the diagonal (dotted l i n e ) . 
Tiie shapes of the ; iven p lo t s in Figa.9t *<>» 11 and 12 reveal thnt the» 
ion-exchanger shows n h i rhe r s e l e c t i v i t y towards the a lkal ine earth 
raetal ions than tha t for Na* i ons . 
Separation factor expresses the p re fe ren t i a l uptake of one 
ion over the other counter ion by the exchanger. This quantity i s 
of Importance for p r a c t i c e purposes oainiy in column operations as 
i t p redic ts the p o s s i b i l i t y for the separation of one ion fro® the 
o the r . 
H . 
However, for theoretical purposes the preferential uptake 
i s expressed by s e l e c t i v i t y coeff ic ients to describe the ion-exchange 
equi l ibria . The s e l ec t iv i ty coeff ic ient May be expressed by a number 
of relations 
Si * • mum, • . ~».»- \ 3 ) 
Na *• 
where H^, • is eolal selectivity coefficient* 
For calculating selectivity coefficients molarities or 
equivalent ionic fractions may be used Instead of molalities 
Na ' 
*«M 
<„ - - ~ — - , ( 5 ) Na 
* »* 
where K'^ and J^ , represent the ssolar and rational s e l ec t iv i ty 
coeff ic ients respectively. 
The above three relations (3)» (4) and (5) are based on the 
application of law t>t mass action to the eon«(l). The use of eqn*(5) 
has been aerie for the calculation of rational s e l e c t i v i t y coef f ic ients . 
The results given In Tables 11, 12, 13 ana 14 show that the alkaline 
earth metal ions are preferred over Na ions . A look at the se lec t iv i ty 
coefficient V,I1IK>S for these net.*! ions shows that K values are 
B^ 
decreasing with increasing concentration of th© equ i l ib ra t ing 
so lu t ions , This i s bs-enuse the value of K depends upo» concentration 
a lso along with the temperature. Furthermore, i t predic ts that 
d i l u t e so lu t ions should bo taken while working with the ion exchanger. 
9o 
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C It A P T E H - I f 
THS KINETICS OF Ag+. %a2*. Cd2+. Hg2+. L a 3 * AMP Ifr** EXCHANGE 
IN IRON(III) AWTIMONATK 
9o 
C H A P T B B - IV 
4 + 
TOE KIMBTICS Of Ag+, aa~* t Cd2+ t fig2*, La3* hW 1ft* + EXCil-.XGr 
MMfwifiii •"•in > MI.iiin— i— II • in i "i if r ~ • i" i-~-iriiii r —-r—'—--- — r~r~MTTT"i ^ T - - f - i r ^ T — i r n — — — — ^ - - — • -•»,•• ,.,—. -KrTrm~— 
IN IBCH ( I I I ) ANTXMflNATC 
t , 2 The k i n e t i c s of ention exchange in res in* and In 
zeo l i t e s ' * bag f>«cn studied at length while the k ine t ics in other 
synthet ic inorganic ion exchangers i s not explored to such an extent 
because the synthesis of the l a t t e r have been developed mainly in 
6 7 8 l a s t two decades, s tudies on slroonifx® phosphate * * and cerium(IV) 
phosphate9 are repor ted . The k ine t i c s tudies In tantalum arsenate 
describe the theoretical aspects of separations. 
The synthesis and the ioa-exchoage proper t ies of i r o n ( i n ) 
ant intonate have been reported In chapter I I . The exchanger showed 
d i f f e r e n t i a l s e l e c t i v i t y towards ce r t a in metal i ons . Setae important 
separat ions achieved have nlso been described* In t h i s chapter the 
k i n e t i c s t ad ias of ca t ion exchange for Ag , &T , Cd*"*t %*"*# La*** 
and Th on i r o n ( I I I - antiroonate in the H fors are descr ibed. The 
values of ac t iva t ion energies , effect ive diffusion coe f f i c i en t s , 
ent ropies of ac t iva t ion and free energies of ac t iva t ion are ca lcula ted. 
BXPBBIMENTAi 
He agents 
Used as ?iven In chapter I I . 
Synthesis of l r o n ( I I I ) aotlmonate 
It 
I r o n ( I I l ) antlmonate (chapter I I ) was prepared by mixing 
0.iv* solu t ions of i r o n ( l l l ) n i t r a t e ana antimony pentnchloride 
(di luted with k N ucl) in the volume r a t i o of 2 t l . The pit of the 
n ix ture was adjusted t o zero by adding ammonia solut ion dropwlse with 
constant
 s**a^in/?. After 2k hours the product was f i l t e r e d , washed 
with deminerallxed water (piT 6) and dried in an incubator at ioo • i C, 
The product broke in to son 11 pa r t i c l e s when icssersed in water end 
was converted to the H4 form by treatment with 2M II3J0- for 2* hours 
with occasional shaklnr an renewal of the ac id , f i na l ly i t was 
washed with deotineralissed water several times and d r ied , 
Kinetic measurements 
Rates of exchange were measured by the litaited bath 
10 technique . I r o n ( l l l ) antiiaonate was ground well and s i zee' by 
sieving t o s lve p a r t i c l e s of d i f ferent mesh s ize (50-100, 100*150, 
150-170, 170-200, 200-300), Pa r t i c l e s of nean radius l i u jm were 
use*? for var ious s tudies unless otherwise s t a t e d , solut ions of 
ca t ions (O.tM) were tnken in stoppered conical f ina l s with constant 
ionic s t rength , thermostatted a t the required temperature, then n 
welched amount of the exchanger (0,2 g) was added and the f lasks were 
thoronffhly shaken* After appropriate i n t e r v a l s the contents of the 
iK 
flasks were? f i l tered using Whotesan No.'i f i l t e r paper. The loo 
diffusion studies were conducted at 30, *0, 50 and 6 0 C w l t h j h l C 
variation. 
Anslytloal procedures 
» i 2 *, Cd2*, HgL% U 5 * and Tb** wore determined with KDTA1"*13 , 
• 14 
Air wae determined speetrophotoisietrically with ditnisone . 
RKSULTS 
£ • • The concentration effect on the rate of exchange for 38n -H 
exchange le studied. This i s i l lustrated in Fig.13, vhero F i s 
plotted against zinc ion concentration for t • 3 minutes. 
The values of F at different t i s e intervale and at four 
different temperatures, 30, 40, 50 and 60 C are obtained for Ag , 
zn2% Cd2*, Kg2*, La5* and Tto**«!l* exchange. For each value of F 
i s obtained a correspond fn/' value of Bt (aa tabulated by r.olchenberg). 
The results are presented in Tables 15, 16, 17 and 19. 
TABLE 15 
F AWO Bt VALUES AS * FUNCTION OF Tim FOH DIFH SHN1 CATIONK AT 30*C 































TABLE 15 (Contd.) 
t , rain f I»t t , mln 1 Bt 
m"*»H4 Exchange 
i 0 . 3 * 0 .123 12 0 .87 1.543 
3 0 .33 0 .346 15 0.91 1.910 
5 0 .67 0 .647 18 0 .94 2.520 
8 0 .78 1.028 20 0.96 .2.720 
10 0 .85 1.280 
Od*'*->il'* Exchange 
1 0.39 0.167 12 0.93 2.160 
3 0.61 0.500 15 0.95 2.500 
5 0.72 0.798 18 0.97 3.010 
8 0.84 1.340 
10 0.89 1.710 
Hg2*«•!** Exchange 
1 0.42 0.199 10 0.92 2.030 
3 0.68 0.675 12 0.94 2.320 
5 0.78 1.028 15 0.96 3.010 
8 0.88 1.620 18 0.98 3.410 
9 J 
TABLE 15 (Contd.) 
— — 1 1 • T" • t 
t , min F Bt t , rain F Bt 
1 0,52 0.107 12 0.83 1.280 
3 0.52 0,332 15 0.87 1.5*3 
5 0.61 0.500 18 0.91 1.910 
8 0.73 0.830 20 0.9* 2.520 
10 0.79 1.073 
* • • Th -n Exchange 
1 0.27 0.07* 12 0.73 0.832 
3 0.43 0.210 15 0.80 1.120 
5 0.33 0.3*8 18 0.8* 1.5*0 
8 0.6* 0.569 20 0.87 1.5*3 
10 0.70 0.73* 
1'J'J 
TABU 16 
F ANP Bt V*hV °> S3 h FUNCTION OF TIME FOH 1)IFITRI^NT C'TIONS AT * 0 C 
~" ' ""•" — 1 
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TABUS 16 (Contd.) 
t , min f Bt 
1 0.^6 0 .246 
3 0,71 0,765 
5 0.84 1.3*0 
S 0 .93 2 .160 
1 0 .35 0.131 
3 0 .56 0.400 
5 0.69 0 .703 
8 0 .77 0 .985 
10 0 .83 1.280 
1 0 .32 0 .107 
3 0 .50 0.301 
5 0 .59 0 .458 
8 0 .71 0.765 
10 0 .78 1.028 
, — i • ' i 
t , mln V Bt 
Exchange 
10 0 .95 2.500 
12 0 .97 3.010 
15 0.99 4.110 
Exchange 
12 0 .87 1.543 
15 0 .92 2.030 
18 0 .9* 2.320 
20 0.97 3.010 
Exchange 
12 0.81 1.171 
15 0 .86 1.468 
18 0.90 1.710 
20 0.91 1.913 
10-
TABLE 17 
r AN!) Bt VALUES AS A FUNCTION OP TIME FOR OlFFEIUNT CATIONS AT 50°C 
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TABLE 17 (Costa.) 
t , roin F Bt 
Rg 2 * - i l * 
1 0,54 0.365 
3 0.79 1.070 
5 0.89 1.710 
1 0.37 0.148 
3 0.59 0.458 
5 0.71 0.765 
8 0.83 1.280 
1 0.32 0.107 
3 0.53 0.348 
5 0.61 0.500 
8 0.73 0.832 
10 0.79 t .070 
10,; 
1 t 
t , tain f Bt 
Exchange 
8 0.95 2.500 
10 0.98 5.410 
12 0.99 4.11Q 
Exchange 
10 0.86 1.468 
12 0.90 1.800 
15 0.93 2.160 
18 0.96 2.720 
Exchange 
12 0.84 1.340 
15 0.87 1.543 
18 0.91 1.910 
20 0.93 2.160 
1 0 , 
TA8W 18 
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TABU t8 (Coatd.) 
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The F values &» a function of tine at different temperatures 
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FIG. 13 INFLUENCE OF CONCENTRATION OF Zh2f 
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FIG. I* RATE OF EXCHANGE FOR DIFFERENT 
CATIONS IN IRON (III) ANTIMONATE(H+) 
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16 RATE OF EXCHANGE FOR DIFFERENT 
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FIG. t7 RATE or EXCHANGE FOR DIFFERENT 
CATIONS IN IRON (III) ANTIMONATE(H+) 
AT 60°C 
1U 
Tlie typ ica l Bt against t p lo t s at four d i f fe ren t temperatures 
are presented In Flge .18, 19, 20, 21v 22 and 23 . The coef f ic ien ts 
of B as a function of teaperature and p a r t i c l e a lee , derived (by the 
method of least squares) from Bt against t p lots are given in Table 19. 
TiBU'. 19 
B VAiMS AS A rWCTMN OF TFMPEftATUW: AND rAKTlCU SlZt 
-TIM— • HflWBlilMHiim nil U l l i l l I H I M W i l l i m M i H'llM MM ill lMJlWMMiW >— IWI«l^lll*<wawWMll|i>PIMIMWWIIM^WWW»WMWMt»MI|iMIIMWW'WWii I iW^I ill • M l — » • • 
Wetal ion r*f jm Bx 105, s"1 
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FIG. 16 INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON RATE 
OF EXCHANGE FOR Ag"USING IRON (III) 
* ANTIMONATE (H + ) . 
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FIG. 19 INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON RATE 
OF EXCHANGE FOR Zn2 + USfNG IRON (III) 
• ANTIMONATE (H + J. 
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riG. 20 INFLUENCE Of TEMPERATURE 
ON RATE OF EXCHANGE EOR Cd2 + 
USING IRON (IIIJANT/MONATE (H+). 
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FIG. 21 INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON RATE 




FIG. 22 INFLUENCE Of TEMPERATURE ON RATE 
Or EXCHANGE FOR La3+UStNG IRON (111) 
ANT I HON ATE (H+). 
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FIG. 23 INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON RATE 
OF EXCHANGE FOR Th* + USING IRON (III) 
ANTIMONATE (H+). 
Uo 
Hie effect of particle size on the rate of exchange has been 
studied. The reeulte ar«? f.iven In Table 20, 
TABUS 20 
F ANJP Bt VALU? « \$ A FUNCTION 0t> PAlTIttLL xl/.\ 
rmt 2n 2 *-H* EXCHANGE AT 30*C 
t , n i o F Ut t , sjln I Ut 























































TABU 20 (Coatd.) 
t , mln F Fit t , n in F fit 
r* • 47>0 JM» 
1 0 .40 0 ,177 10 0 .90 1.800 
3 0 . 6 3 0.5*5 12 0 .93 - .160 
5 0 .76 0.9*% 15 0 .96 2.720 
8 0 .85 1.404 18 0.98 3.410 
r a • 40 .3 m 
1 0 .43 0 .210 10 0 .93 2.160 
3 0.68 0.675 12 0 .95 2.500 
5 0 .7* 1,023 15 0.98 3»410 
8 0 .88 1.623 
1 0 .49 0.289 10 0 .97 3.010 
3 0 .7* 0 .868 12 0.98 3.410 
5 0 .85 1.404 15 0.99 4.110 
8 0.94 2.320 
1 - > 
_L »-~ \j 
Considering ion-exchange «s noverned taainly *>y diffusion 
phenomenon two types of mechanisms mcy foe se t 
( i ) film diffusion, and 
( i i ) pa r t i c l e diffusion* 
The two d i f fe r in r a t e laws and r a t e laws depend on cer ta in factors 
a s ; t>articie s i z e , solut ion concentration and stinking. The ra te laws 
can be ver i f ied by applying the well known diffusion laws, The 
extent of exchange i s expressed as 
_ tiie amount of exeh«»n«e at time t 
the amount of exchange at equilibritxe 
A stmJy of concentration effect on the r.*te of exch.mf.c 
for Zn***-?[* exchmjj»e a t 50 C shows tha t at concentrat ions <^~*rt x 10* 
the i n i t i a l r a t e of excinnge i s proport ional t o the xine ion concen-
t ra t ion, while a t concent r a t ions >» 2«!5 x 10 N, i t i s independent of 
concentration over the whole of the exchange. This i s i l l u s t r a t e d 
in F i r ,13 where, r i s plot ted against zinc ion concentrat ion. The 
t i»o is three minutes for a l l determinations of F. 
The experimental condit ions were set for pa r t i c l e diffusion 
mechanists only , Thr limited bath tecimifjne was used, the equations 
16 17 
developed hy Boyd et a l . and improved by iieichen erg * were used 
for evalutlnr k ine t i c par.'.meters. ''•sum in," tha t a l l the exchanger 
pa r t i c l e s were uniform sphere* of radius r the following equation 
should hold for diffusion to the lan-exchanger p a r t i c l e , 
12-
r . t - -§- 2 7 £ttt;»?5il ( ia) 
TT n»l n 
where P • jf2 m/r2 ( ib\ 
!>i I t th© effect ive diffusion coeff icient of two exchanging ions 
inside the exchanger particle and r i s tuc particle r'riius . 
In order to find out the rate of exchange at different 
temperatures. the values of F at different titae Intervals were plotted. 
The results given in Figs.1%, 15, 16 and 17 indioate clearly that the 
rate of exohane i s direct ly proportional to the temperature. Ihis 
i s due to the fact that the mobility of ion increases with increasing 
temperature* These results also Indicate that i n i t i a l l y the uptake 
of ion i s rapid and decreases with increasing time. Analogous results 
were observed on the exchanger, tantalum arsenate 
Bt values calculated for corresponding F values (as tabulated 
by n«»iebenber«? ' ) arm plotted against t for Ag*. »i *, Cd***, ny,*"*, 
La5* and Th * at four different temperatures (Figs.IS, 19, 20, Ul. 22 
and - 3 ) . In a l l oases the plots of Bt against t are straight l ines 
passing through the origin* It indicates that the rate determining 
step i s diffusion through the particles at a l l the four temperatures 
studied. 
The variation of particle s ize has a marked effect on the 
rate of exchange. Th** rate of exchange inoreases with decreasing 
particle s ize (Fig.2%) because of changing the ra;u'nitude of void 
o 
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FIG. 25 PLOT Of B AGAINST 1/r2 FOR Zn2* 
AT 30°C. 
12, 
that the rate of exchange Is inversely proportional to the squnre 
of th« particle rodins. 
Equation (ib) is applied for the calculation of diffusion 
coefficient (!>i). The linear relationship between Log t)i and l/r 
(Fig.26) enables thp calculation of th© energy of activation (Ka) 
for the self diffusion of cations from the Arrheulus equation 
Di - Do exp (-Ea/RT) ( 2 ) 
The activation energy of the cation for the se l f diffusion 
process ref lects the ease with which eations can pass through the 
exchanger. The values oS Ea (Table 21} are found iu the Increasing 
order with the ionic s i se for divalent ions only* For other ions 
the r'a values do not sat is fy the behaviour. 
Calculation of Do and substitution i s equation (3) gives 
# 
the entropy of activation ( AS ) which la turn permits the determina-
tion of free energy of activation (AG ) • The values of no, A s 
and AG are given in Table 21. 
Do • 2.72 d2fcT/h exp ( A R * / R ) ( 3 ) 
Here d i s the ionic Jump distance assumed equal to 0*5 nm, K i s the 
Rolteaann constant and h i s the Plank's constant. T was taken as 
303*K. 
The values obtained for A S are negative and become less 
negative with increasing ionic radii for divalent ions . Similar 
behaviour i s reported in tantalum arsenate . Perusal of A c values 
12b 
*0 3.1 3.2 3.3 
W3/T°K 
ffG. 26 LOG Di AGAINST 1/T°K 
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12. 
for divalent ions shows that they increase with ionlo radii similar 
to the assertions of Freeman and stetaires" • 
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C H A P T E R . ? 
BIAMP?:R0H»T»IC TITRATION OF Cd(II) VlTii POTASSItil 
FisanocYANim: IN PRESENCE or Hg(n.) 
1 9 <, 
CHAP yj^JLzJL 
BlAMTfrRClJETnie TITBAflONOF C j ( H ) WITH POTASSIUM 
FKhnonrwinr IN pKr^i^rcc OF H K ( H ) 
The determination of Cd(II) by electrolytic deposition method 
in weakly alkaline solutions is most convenient method . This method 
involves the use of -<r.. The gravimetric methods are not accurate 
since in most of the cases either Cd(ll) is not quantitatively preci-
pitator) or thiocomplex compound (ppt.) o nmot be dried to a oonstant 
2 
weight • 
Humorous t i tr imetrio methods for the determination of Cd(li) 
have fee^n based on the precipitate formation with certain compounds. 
Titration with potassium ferrocyanide resulted interesting points 
about the composition of oadciium-ferrocyanide forated* l.V. Tonanoev 
end I.0-'. JCoslov5 used this reaction for the determination of potassium 
volumetrioally, G . S . Deshmukb otid M. Ventk opalan studied the 
determination of cadmium by potassium ferrocyanide in presence of 
SCI (2*$). The authors stated the poss ib i l i ty of formation of different 
cadmium-complexes depending upon the concentration of potassium 
ferrooyanlde. Potassium ferrocyanide hns successively been used for 
the determination of certain metal ions e lectrometrieal ly' ' 6**. Cd(ir 
has been determined by potassium ferrocyanide using redox indicator8 . 
Numerous metal ions interfere, separation in most oases i s essential 
before determination, in presence of En(lt) t Cd(II) has been 
determined by brucin^.sulpimte and KX»4!NCL procedure^. Cu24*, Fe5+, 
l o l 
Pbto and No" tone I n t e r f e r e , A, Bellorao, D.i)e Marco and \ . Casalo 
used the potentlometrie technique for the determination of Nl, Co, Mn 
and Cd by potassium ferrocyanide la 0.5M K medium. They studied 
the react ion of cadmium with potassium farrocyanide at 70 C. The 
p r e c i p i t a t e s were analysed and on the bas is of analysis a def in i te 
formula of cadmium complex was es tabl ished as S^oCdg(Fe<CK)^)-v The 
react ion proceeds in two a tepa . F i r s t a normal ferrocyanlde i s 
formed and then the potassium cadciiuw ferroeynnide in the Cd(U): 
Fe(CJ*)g mole r a t i o of 8*7 i s formed. Th<» equivalence point i s 
obtained according t o the composition of l a t t e r complex* 
Tiie assperoraetric t i t r a t i o n of Cd(II) (l»i-'5 ®f) can be carried 
out with B-Nanbthoquinoliue • Amperometric t i t r a t i o n s with two 
polarised electrodes are rapid and the end point detect ion i s c leur . 
These t i t r a t i o n s require simple instrumentation and con be performed 
1 o 
at low voltage and are also known as "Head stop end point titrations" . 
This technique is applied for the determination of Cd(Tl) by 
potassium ferroeynnide and thn results are summarized in this chapter, 
I;*. 
EXPERIMEHTAL 
All reagents were e i t h e r E .Merck (Darastadt) or D.D.n. 
(AnalnTi) grade. Cadwlum n i t r a t e so lut ion was prepared In 0.1M, IINO., 
standarised with »-'OTA • Potaseluw ferrocyanide s o l u t i o n , was 
14 
prepared in de©iner*s Hated water a in was stand arlzed with s ine . 
I t was preserved using the usual precaut ions . Potassium iodide, 
2 ' was prepared in df miner aliased water* 
Apparatus 
The t i t r a t i o n assembly was s imi lar to that of Foulk and 
Bawden **. Conductivity o e l l (Cel l constant 1,29) was used for two 
i d e n t i c 1 Pt -e lectrodea and the vol tage was supplied by a 2 vo l t 
bat tery and a rheostat as po tent ia l d iv ider was used. 
Procedure 
A 50 wl aliquot of Cd(II) solution (containing 2.75-110 rap) 
was tntcen in a 100 ml beaker. The solution was thoroughly stirred 
with the help of magnetic stirrer and potassium ferrocyonlde solution 
was ad Jed from the eiiorohurette intermittently. The current was 
noted after each Addition of titrmt. Hie equivalence point was 
Indicated by the break in the curve. 
18^ 
BFSULTS 
In order to study the voltage effoot on the shape of the 
curve and accuracy, 50 ml of oaamluis nitrate solutions containin. 
27.538 «g of Cd(H) wer# taken each time and titrated at different 
voltages. Too result show that a voltage less than 100 »v doss 
not give sharp equivalence point while at 100 mv to 500 mv sharp 
equivalence point is observed (Fig.27), 
Cd(TT)iFe{CN)
 f mole ratio was calculated from the 
6 
equivalence point of t i t ra t ions at various voltages, the results 
are summarized in Table 22, 
In order to study the effect of concentration on the 
composition of the complex formed, the direct and reverse t i trat ions 
are performed at iOO mv (Figs.27 and 28) . The results of various 
concentrations of cadmium nitrate and potassium ferrocyanide are 
summarised in Tables 23(a) and 23(b), 
Table 24 summarizes the results of the study of mole ratio 
at different pi! and at different temperatures. 
Varying amounts of Cd(T!) 2.754 - 110.152 mg) were taken 
In the 100 ml beaker and t i trated with 0.052M, potassium ferrocyanide. 
The accuracy of results was also calculated taking the mole ratio 
of Cd(II) j Fe(CN)g"*(Si7). The results are sumraarlased In Table 25. 
The determination of Cd(II) (5*508 mg) was performed in 
presenoe of some metal ions and i t was found that WlJ (40 mg), 
K<o 
K (280 a* ) , Ba*** (170 m)t Kr*~ (30 ms), Ca* (20 rag), La-** 
(40.28 m%), Y ' * (35.56 mg) a»«! Mg** (10,5 ®g; do not in ter fere while 
Zn2*f tig2*, Al3*, Cu2+, *ta2* and Fe3* i n t e r f e r e . Cl", So^~, so£" 
NOl, I~ t Crof" ana Col"* do not in te r fe re while PfJ" and HCOff 
i n t e r f e r e . The interference of t lg ( l l ) was retaoved by add lag 2< Kl 
s o l u t i m t i l l the Hw,I0 prec ipi ta ted i s dissolved completely 
forroini* (im*)*"". The determination of Cd(l l ) in presence of Hg(Tl) 
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FIG. 21 BIAMPEROMETRIC TITRATIONS OFCd(W 
WITH POTTASSIUM FERROCYAN/DE AT 
DIFFERENT VOLTAGES. 
l o o 
TABU. 22 
TITtUTIONS OF C d ( I I ) (0.049W) WITTi POTASSIUM 
FCRROCTaNIM (O.G52M) VT 1»»TI t«'NT VOLT AG t S 
_ _ „ . _
 1 — . „ T — « , » - | ' • • ' t 
Voitr^c Moles Moles Mole r a t i o Average nole ra t io 
1 0
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FIG 26 BIAMPEROMETRIC TITRATION OF 
POTASSIUM FERROCYANlDE WITH 
CADMIUM NITRATE AT )00mV. , 
13. 
TABLE 23(g) 
TITRATIONS OF Oft if H\M AMOUNTS « C d ( i l ) 
viT!" p w ^ - n ^ Frit- ir.-fi'.i, i sj too "v 
Cd(12) tflicen 
Jl ISO If* 9 
4» Fe(C!*)6 used 
JA moles 
T" 
K^F«(CK)6, Mole m t l o 
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B m c r Of pn nsm T? Mr*.Kviuw. IN T«* w.»ri»MiN.vtioN OF c d ( i i ) 
Fffect of pit I f feet of temperature ( C) 
Aaount of Crt(IT) taken for each nsjount of Cd(Tl) taken for omch 
t i t r a t i o n • 0.488 m i l l l - ^ o l e s t i t r a t i o n • 0 .488 a i m - m o l e s 
plf Mole r a t i o Temperature Mole r a t i o 







l t t . 1 4 4 
1:1.1*6 












Avera^o «o l e r a t i o Average ao le r a t i o 
i l l . 1 4 2 1:1.143 
1 3 J 
TABU. 25 
DETERMINATION OF Cd(IJ) DIAMr? KCMfTMCA LLY 
— "T 
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Th«* biaftperatuatrlc t i t r a t i o n of Cd(II) wit!) potassium 
ferroeyauide can tie performed at 100 mv. If the voltage i s lower 
than 100 rav the equivalence point i s not sharp and accuracy i s 
affected ( F i r . 2 7 ) . The voitagc of tee t was studied upto 500 rev and 
s imi la r r e s u l t s were observed (Table 2U). Therefore ioG tav was 
chosen as the optica UP voltage for t h i s t i t r a t i o n . The t i t r a t i o n s of 
Cd(II) with d i f fe ren t concentration of cadeclun and ferrocyonide 
(Tables 23(a) , 23(b)) reveal that Cd(Il) forms a couples with 
potassium ferrocyanlde of the formula K^CdgO e(CN)£)- which la in 
agrses)<>nt with the r e s u l t s of A. Bellasao, I*. Desaarco and A. Casale 
The equivalence point i s obtained at the same stoichiotsctry when the 
reverse t i t r a t i o n was performed (Table 23(b)}• The s h o e of the 
curve for d i rec t t i t r a t i o n follows the trend of the t i t r a t i o n of an 
i r r eve r s ib l e couple with a r evers ib le couple. In the reverse t i t r a -
t ion i.*»., t i t r a t i n g fC^FeCCK)- with Cd(N0,)2 so lu t ion , i n i t i a l 
current i s very low. The current increases as the t l t r a n t i s added 
and readies to a Qjaxio - near about the add point and then decreases 
to nearly scero nt the equivalence point, fur ther addition of the 
t i t r a n t ives no appreciable change in the cu r ren t . The r e s u l t s are 
in af»rees»€at for the t i t r a t i o n of a revers ib le couple with an 
i r r eve r s ib le t i t r n t . The r e s u l t s of pf? an;J temperature var ia t ion 
s tudies (Table 2k) reveal t i n t the t i t r a t i o n can be performed at any 
n'- between 1 to o and at any teaperaturo between 15 C to '50 C. For 
the convenience the t i t r . i t i n w;*s performed at the ro<» temperature 
1<U 
(30 • 2*C). 2.754 - 110.152 wp, Cd(II) can be determined accurately 
(Table 25) . The results of Interference study and Table 26 indicate 
that the determination of Cd(II) o«n be done In presence of certain 
metal lone* In presence of 1%(11) the results are quite accurate and 
the error l i e s between -0.183$ to 0.00^. 
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SYNTHESIS, ION-EXCHANGE PROPERTIES AND ANALYTICAL 
APPLICATIONS OF IRON(III) ANTIMONATE 
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(Received 13th April 1976) 
SUMMARY 
Iron(IlI) antimonate is readily synthesized and shows excellent thermal and chemical 
stability Distribution coefficients for 27 ions are presented The separation possible 
include Mg-Sr, Al—Ga Y-La, Mg-Cd-Zn, and Th—Sm 
Interest in inorganic ion-exchangers has increased greatly in recent years 
[ 1 , 2 ] , they are often superior to ion-exchange resins in thermal stability 
and differential selectivity, and phosphates, arsenates, and antimonates are 
very stable chemically Titanium-based exchangers [3] and the antimonates 
of tantalum, titanium and tin [4] have been discussed There have been 
studies of iron-based exchangers [5—7], but iron antimonate has not been 
studied so far This paper summarizes studies made on iron(III) antimonate, 
which can be synthesized under various conditions The composition, 
chemical and thermal stability, reproducibility, Kd values, and break-through 
capacity have been determined and some important analytical separations 
have been achieved 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Apparatus 
Measurements were made with an Elico pH meter model Ll-10, and 
a Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 20 spectrophotometer. An electric temperature-
controlled SICO shaker was used 
Reagents 
Iron(III) nitrate (B D H , India) and antimony pentachlonde (B.D.H., 
England) were used The latter was diluted with 4 M HC1 to obtain the 
desired concentration All other reagents were of AnalaR grade. 
Iron(III) antimonate was prepared by mixing 0 1 M solutions of iron(III) 
nitrate and antimony pentachlonde as outlined in Table 1. The pH was 
adjusted by adding ammonia solution dropwise. After 24 h the product was 
filtered, washed with deminerahzed water (pH 6) and dried at 40 °C The 
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adjusted by adding ammonia solution dropwise. After 24 h the product was 
filtered, washed with demmeralized water (pH 6) and dried at 40 °C. The 
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Break-through capacity. The break-through capacity [11] of iron(III) 
antimonate (H+-form) was determined for four divalent cations. The break-
through capacity for Cd2+ was determined at three different temperatures 
by preparing the column inside a condenser and circulating water of the 
desired temperature. The break-through capacity was also determined for 
different column lengths and flow rates. 
Distribution studies. The distribution coefficients were determined [12] 
by a batch process after equilibrium had been attained by shaking the metal 
ion solution with the exchanger (H+) for 6 h at 30 ± 2 UC. The cation in 
solution was determined by EDTA titration and values of Kd were calculated 
from Kd = 50 (/ — F)/0.5F, where / is the volume of EDTA required by the 
original solution and F is the volume required after equilibrium. The total 
volume of the solution was 50 ml; the amount of the exchanger used was 
0.5 g. 
Separations. For separation studies an iron(III) antimonate (H+-form) 
column, 2.5 cm long and 3.9 mm diam. was used. The flow rate in all the 
separations was about 0.18 ml min-1. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The ion-exchange capacities and the compositions of the samples of iron(IIl) 
antimonate are presented in Table 1. Samples 1, 1(a) and 2 show the 
maximum capacity and are closely similar in composition. In the synthesis 
of iron(III) antimonate, increased pH results in decreased ion-exchange 
capacity; the products prepared at pH values greater than one contain less 
antimony. The effect of the drying temperature on the ion-exchange 
capacity was studied; the results, shown in Fig. 1, indicate that this ion-
exchanger can be used up to 200 °C without loss in ion-exchange capacity; 
above 200 ° C there is a decrease in ion-exchange capacity but the decrease 
is much less than in the other antimonates (Fig. 1). The results of chemical 
- 1 2 -
200 400 600 800 1000 
Temperature (°C1 
Fig. 1. Ion-exchange capacity of various antimonates as a function of drying temperature. 
• T i -Sb ; c Sn-Sb ; o Ta-Sb ; ^ AI—Sb; * Fe-Sb. 
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stability measurements (Table 2) indicate that the product formed at lower 
pH is more stable than that formed at higher pH. Sample 1(a) was studied 
subsequently in detail because of its superior chemical and thermal stability. 
Analysis (Table 1) gave the molar ratio of 1:2.4 for Fe:Sb in sample 1(a), 
and the data for all the samples show that the ion-exchange capacity 
decreases as the Fe:Sb ratio increases. These trends are similar to those for 
aluminium antimonate [ 1 3 ] . 
The results of pH titrations with different alkalies in the presence of their 
respective salts indicate that iron(III) antimonate in the H+ form behaves as a 
weak monoprotic acid (Fig. 2). The total ion-exchange capacity is 1.5 meq g ', 
calculated at the neutralization point. This gives the maximum number of 
replaceable counter-ions and is independent of the nature of the cation. 
For column operation, the break-through capacity of iron(III) antimonate 
for four metal ions is given in Fig. 3. The capacity increases with temperature 
and column length. The column behaviour of iron(III) antimonate is similar 
to that shown by other inorganic ion-exchangers. The break-through 
capacity is related to Kd values (Table 3) and plots of break-through 
capacity against log Kd are linear for different electrolytes. 
The ion-exchange column capacity, measured in terms of the hydrogen 
ion liberation capacity, shows the customary increase with increase in 
atomic radii; the values obtained ranged from 0.80 meq g"1 for lithium 
to 1.33 meq g_1 for barium. 
To study the analytical potentialities the distribution coefficients of 27 
metal ions in five systems were determined; the results are shown in Table 3. 
Separations were tried for the pairs of cations for which the separation 
factor, Kd (A)/Kd (B) > 8. Those successful experimentally are reported in 
Table 4. 
TABLE 2 
Chemical stability of iron(III) antimonate 
Sample Solubility mg/50 ml 
H : 0 1 M H N O , 6 M H N O , 2 M HC1 2 M H,SO, 0.1 M NaOH 
Fe Sb Fea Fea Fe Sb Fe Sb Fe Sb 
1 0.00 5.25 0.04 
1(a) 0.00 4.60 0.00 
2 0.00 5.25 0.05 
3 0.04 6.85 0.10 
4 ~ - 0.25 
l b (200 C) - - 0.00 
l b (400 ' C) - - 0.00 

























































aNo antimony was found. 
bSample 1 dried at the temperature indicated. 
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0 t 08 12 I B 20 
OH ] added (meq/0 2g exchange: 
160 2A0 320 
Eluate VolumelmO 
Fig. 2. pH t i t ra t ion curves for i ron ( I I I ) an t imona te (H 4 ) with added salt. • O . l M L i O H + 
0.1 M LiCl; 0.1 M NaOH
 T 0.1 M NaCl, A 0.1 M KOH + 0.1 M KC1. 
Fig. 3. Break-through curves for different cation solut ions (0 .02 M each). Column 
diameter 9 mm, length 11.3 cm, flow rate, 1 ml min ' ; particle diameter , 0.14—0.29 mm. 
Mg2 4 ; > Ca-% B a ' 4 ; » C d " . 
TABLE 3 
KA values for iron(III) an t imona te 
Cations 
Zn 2 4 
Cd2 4 
Mg24 
M n - ' 




D y " 
Y , + 
La14 
Pr3 4 
T m " 




N d ' 4 
Ga14 
Zr44 
C u " 
A"d values, ml g 
0.1 M N H 4 N O , 
















































































































TABLE 3 (con t inued) 
Cations 
I n , + 




T h , + 
KA values, ml g ' 
0.1 M N H . N O , 




































a T . A. = Total adsorpt ion. 
TABLE 4 
Separat ions achieved 
Sample Mixture Eluant 
Mg' + 0 . 5 M N H . N O , 
Sr2+ 0 . 5 M N H 4 N O , - 0 . 1 M H N O , 
A l u 1 M N H . N O , 
G a " 1 M H N O , 
Y w 0 . 5 M N H 4 N O 1 - 0 . 1 M H N O 3 
La , + 1 M N H 4 N O , - 0 . 5 M HNO, 
M g " 0 . 5 M N H . N O , 
Zn ;< 0.5 M HNO, 
Cd2» l M N H 4 N 0 r 0 . 5 M H N O , 
T h " 0 . 5 M N H 4 N O — 0 . 1 M H N O 3 














A m o u n t 
loaded 
(Mg) 
1 7 0 . 1 3 
718 .48 
146 .78 
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Cd(II) (2-75-110 mg) can be determined accurately by 
biamperometric titration against potassium hexacyano-
ferrate(II) in the presence of various foreign ions. The 
interference of Hg(H) is removed by masking it with 
2% KI solution. The equivalence point corresponds to 
the mole ratio 8: 7 between Cd(ll) and Fe(CN)^ for the 
direct and reverse titrations thereby indicating the 
formation of a complex K12Cde[Fe(CN)(17]. 
VARIOUS methods such as electrolvtic depositic n1, gravimetric2 , titrimetric3"* and potentiometric7 
are reported in l i terature for the determination of 
Cd(II). However, the gravimetric methods are not 
accurate =ince in most of the cases either Cd(II) is 
not quanti tat ively precipitated or the thiocomplex 
formed cannot be dried to a constant weight2. 
Cd(II) in amounts ranging from 1 to 25 mg can also 
h= determined bv amperometric t i tration u c ing 
(3-naphthoquinolin(8 Amperometric t i trations with 
two polaiized electrodes are rapid and the end point 
detection is sharp The-e t i t rat ions require simple 
instrumentation and can be performed at ]<nv voltage 
and are also known as " dead stop end point 
t i t ra t ions" 9 This technique has now been applied 
for the determination of Cd(II) by potassium hexa-
cvanoferrate(II) and the results are presented in 
this note 
All the leagentsus id were of E.Merck (Daimstadt) 
or Analar B D H grades. Cadmium ni t ra te solution 
was prepared in 0-lAf H N 0 3 , and standardized with 
EDTA1 0 Potassium hexacyanoferrate(II) solution 
was prepared in c mductivitv water, and stan-
dardized with zinc11. Potassium iodide solution 
(2°o) was prepared in conductivi ty water. 
The t i t ia t ion assemblv was similar to tha t of 
Foulk and P>awden9. A conductivi ty cell (cell 
constant 1 -29) was used for two identical Pt-electrodes 
and the voltage was supplied by a 2 V b a t t e r v 
using a rheostat as a potential divider. 
Procedure — An aliquot (50 ml) of Cd(II) solution 
containing 2-75-110 mg of Cd(II) taken in a 100 ml 
beaker was t i t ra ted against potassium hexacvano-
ferrate(II) solution under efficient «t ining. The 
current was noted after eacli addition r f t i t ran t 
from a microburet te Tlie equivalence point as 
indicated bv the b ' eak in the curve was found to 
be sharp when the t i t ra t ion was can ied nut a t 
100-500 mV. The results are given in Table 1 
The mole ratios between Cd(II) and Fc(CN)ji~ 
as calculated from the equivalence point weie 1-143 : 1, 
1-148:1, 1-143:1, 1-43:1, 1-153:1, 1-143:1 at 25, 
50, 100. 300. 400 and 500
 m V respectively. The 
c imposition of the complex was detet mined by 
TABLE 1 — D E T E R M I N A T I O N OF C d d P BIAMPEROMETRICALLY 
Cd(ll) Error 



















- 1 - 3 0 
0 42 
0-00 
- 0 - 9 9 
TABLE 2 — TITRATIONS OF DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF 








































carrying out direct and reverse t i t ra t ions at 100 
mV. 
Titrations of Cd(II) using different concentra-
tions of cadmium and hexacyanoferrate(II) (Table 2) 
revealed tha t Cd(II) formed a complex with 
potassium hexacvanoferrate(II) of the formula 
K12Cd8[Fe(CN)6]7 which is in agreement with the 
results of Bellamo and coworkers7. The same 
stoichiometry was also revealed when the reverse 
t i t ra t ion was performed. The shape of the curve 
for direct t i t ra t ion followed the trend of the t i t rat ion 
of an irreversible couple with a reversible couple. 
In the reverse t i t ra t ion, initial current was very low. 
However, the current increased with the addition of 
the t i t ran t and reached to a maximum around the 
midpoint and then decreased to nearly zero at the 
equivalence point, further addition of the t i t i an t 
showed no appieciable change in the current. These 
results are in agreement with the t i r a t b n of a 
reversible couple with an i rnvcrs ible t i t ran t . The 
results of varying pR and temperature revealed tha t 
the t i t ra t ion can be performed at pR 1 to 6 and at 
temperature between 15° and 80°. For the con-
venience the t i t rat ion was performed at the room 
tempei attire. Determination of Cd(II) (5-508 mg) 
was also performed in the presence of several cations 
and anions. I t was found tha t NHJ (40 mg), K+ 
(280 mg). Ba2+ (170 mg), Sr2+ (80 mg), Ca2+ (20 mg), 
La»+ (40-28 mg), Y3+ (35-56 mg) and Mg2+ (10-5 mg) 
did not inteifeie while Zn2+ , Hg2 + , Al3+, Cu2+, Mn2+ 
and Fe3* showed interfeience. CI", SO|", SO*" 
NO+, I-, CO§- and D O 2 ; did not interfere while 
POf- and HCOO" inte.fered. The interfeience of 
Hg(II) was rem*
 v ed by adding K I solution (2%) 
till Hg l 2 precipitated was dissolved completely 
foiming (Hgl4)2". Determination of Cd(II) in the 
INDIAN J. CHEM, VOL ISA, JANUARY 1977 


























(° i [ /0> 
- 0 072 
0-000 
0-000 
- 0 183 
0 000 
presence of Hg(II) was carried out and the results 
(Table 3) were quite accurate (error=—0-183 to 
0-00%). 
The authors are grateful to Prof. W. Rahman for 
facilities, and to the CSIR, New Delhi, for financial 
assistance to one of them (D.K S )• 
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